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this publication would not have been
possible. So, thank you.

Welcome
This is the 9th Anniversary issue of the
Fountain International Magazine.

In the future I look forward to more
people sending in various submissions.
There is a wealth of knowledge out
there, don’t hide it. It’s good to share.
Make the new cycle in 2021 go with a
bang.
If you have any ideas, or submissions
please contact me.
suzannemthomas48@gmail.com

Nine years in spiritual terms is often
seen as a cycle, and it was suggested to
me that perhaps I do a special issue,
that looks back on some of the best
items of the e-zine over this period.
Choosing was difficult, but perhaps it
will spur you to go onto the website,
and download some of the earlier
issues, (think that only the very first
one isn’t there,) and find other
treasures.

Thank you

The Magazine in a sense was a surprise
to me, and to cut a long story short,
one morning I woke up with the idea of
doing it and got quite excited.
As a computer phobe I enlisted Julian
Drummond to build an easy website
that I could run. After filling out the
pages and doing the first issue of the
Magazine it was offered up to the
internet. Strangely it was a twice born
site, but both times it was
exceptionally fast becoming live, which
lead me to believe that “higher
management,” was easing the way.

All contributions to the magazine are
the copyright of the authors, artists and
photographers, and Fountain
International Magazine. Unauthorized
use and/or duplication of any material
of the magazine without express and
written permission from its author and
owner is strictly prohibited. Excerpts
may be used, provided that full and
clear credit is given to the author and
fountaininternationalmagazine.com

With the production of the Magazine, I
have always been blessed with a high
standard of writers, etc, for which I
have to give my grateful thanks. If it
wasn’t for the kindness of people
sending in their submissions, or me
battering them to write for the issues,
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with appropriate and specific
direction to the original content.

The gaps may be long between issues of the
magazine, but here’s an opportunity to interact

The views given in the magazine are not
necessarily those of Fountain
International or Fountain International
Magazine.

with those of a similar interest and build a
strong network between peoples and groups.
www.facebook.com/FountainInternational

Donations are very welcome, through
the website, to enable the running costs
of the website and magazine, and the
promotion of the “Fountain Concept.”

Glastonbury Tor, UK

All contributions to the magazine are
the copyright of the authors, artists and
photographers, and Fountain
International Magazine. Unauthorized
use and/or duplication of any material
of the magazine without express and
written permission from its author and
owner is strictly prohibited. Excerpts
may be used, provided that full and
clear credit is given to the author and
fountaininternationalmagazine.com
with appropriate and specific
direction to the original content.

Become Involved

Linked Meditation

Join with us for the daily sending out
of Pure Love, Light and Balancing
energies, at 7pm GMT, daily, using the
focal point of Glastonbury Tor, UK, to
encompass the World and all within it.

The views given in the magazine are not
necessarily those of Fountain
International or Fountain International
Magazine.
Donations are very welcome, through
the website, to enable the running costs
of the website and magazine, and the
promotion of the “Fountain Concept.”

This is a free activity that any human
being can do, in aid of the world that
we live in. All can participate and help,
there are no barriers.
Not able to make the sending out time
of the energies at 7pm!
You can still join in and be of great
value, by sending Pure Love energy to
the Tor, putting on the intention that it
is stored there until 7am the next day,
when it will be sent out with the rest of
the Pure Love energy into the world
and to encompass all.

Check out our
Facebook Page.
Like us.

Everyone can make a difference, don’t
let anyone else including yourself, tell
you different.
A thought is all it takes.
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Tongo, an off shoot of Fountain International
also sends out energies once a month on the
27th of each month at 7pm. For more
information about Tongo go to their website.

Community Healing
Colin Bloy

www.tongo.org.uk

Contents
Community Healing – Colin Bloy P3

The idea of applying healing to communities
was something that evolved over several years,
particularly as a result of observations through
dowsing of the nature and function of what are
loosely called “ley lines.”

If the Earth were only a few feet in diameter –
Anon P7
Song of the Spiders Web – Jill Mattson P8
Remember Hamish Miller – Nigel Twinn P9

By 1st May 1981, the subconscious mind had
done its work, and suddenly the idea was on
the table. Eric Bosshard of Washington DC
and myself were reviewing the dowsing work
we had done together in various countries and
we had reflected on a number of apparently
significant observations, and it all came
together in a “Let’s see if it works” conclusion.

Grumpy Path to Mindfulness – Margaret
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Transformation – Iam Saums P13
Working with Nature Spirits in the City –
Debbie Adamson P15
Starlight Meditation – Lisa Warwood P18

The idea of dowsing to see if ley lines carried
energy, we had started some eight years
before. What we had determined was that the
Watkins type alignment was perfectly valid, in
the sense that they combined the sacred sites
of megalithic man and medieval churches, for
they were built, in the main, on sites of preChristian religion. But as energy lines, many
of the old alignments no longer functioned –
indeed, the dowsing showed that the old node
points had, in many cases, been replaced by
modern ones – town halls, political party HQ,
TV and radio transmitters, contemporary war
memorials, modern fountains, football
stadiums, and even nuclear power stations
and, one day, as his father was chief engineer
of the Great Lakes chain of reactors, Eric
dowsed inside the heart of a closed reactor – it
was really in the system.

The Power of Collective Thought – Andy
Thomas P19
10 Tips for Spiritual Breakthrough – Simone
Craig P22
Danger and Courage – Fearless Puppy P23
Distance Healing is Possible through “Spooky
Action at a Distance – Evelyn Brodie P26
Giving Vital Energy – Colin Bloy P28
Reality, Human Energies and our Earth Matrix
– Marion Matthews P30
The Light that Shines From Within – David
Zenon Starlyte P32
Living the Life of Big Magic – Kathryn
Samuelson P34

Not only were there new permanent points in
the system, which caused the energy lines to
flow in new directions, but as a result of some
experiments in a 12th century church in
Andorra, we had come to realise that these
energy channels were related to consciousness
and that spiritual activity changed them for
certain periods and by spiritual activity, I
mean input from higher states of
consciousness – states associated with
meditation.

Clear out the clutter and bring in the bling –
Jo Fildew P36
2012 and Beyond Or What’s going to happen
after 2012 – Jude Currivan P36

Beware intermittent Transatlantic spellings,
depending on which side of the Atlantic that
you are.
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Nikola Tesla observed that the frequency of the
physical globe was around about 8Hz:
Schumann observed a similar frequency in
what is now known as the Schumann
Resonance Cavity, between the earth’s surface
and the ionosphere: 8Hz is the onset in EEG
terms of the well-known Alpha state, when the
brain exhibits a shift in frequency due to
dowsing, meditation or healing.

The “pathways of consciousness,” as we now
call them, function in terms of form and
number – the number of parallels in the line,
and the geometrical form that may be dowsed
when it hits a node point and goes into
function. Indeed, we eventually came to
realise that the ley system was, in fact, the
basis of the collective consciousness of
humanity, the pathways were the meridians
and the node points, in the Tom Graves sense,
were the acupuncture points – and in a very
real sense the collective consciousness was an
objective field in the collection of fields that
surround the physical globe and all of which go
to make up the being – Earth.

Dowsing reveals that a healer apart, from
plugging in vertically and laterally, forms a
common etheric field with the person receiving
the healing. All the charkas and vital energies
disappear from behind each to combine in one
field – common consciousness, and the subject
takes on the healer’s brain rhythm – thus
successful healing takes place – in proximity or
at a distance when an energy pathway is
created between the town even if they are in
separate countries. Map dowsing shows that
consciousness can expand around the world –
for consciousness does not reside in the brain
– it is holistic and resides in being – and we in
the highest states can be everything. When the
motive is correct, that is the higher expression
of LOVE, that much abused and
misunderstood word. To heal spiritually, you
must love, and embrace the subject with your
total being.

What was even more important was the
observation, through dowsing, that someone
who momentarily puts himself in the higher
states of consciousness, plugs into the nearest
node points and the nearest available form of a
cross of energy lines forms him – and if he is,
in particular, placing himself in the healing
mode, then a vertical line, seen by sensitives as
a column of light, descends upon the healer. It
has been photographed and in Christian
culture may be seen to be the Holy Spirit. It is
an energy which corresponds to Mana, Prana,
the Primum Mobile, the Odic Force of Von
Reichenbach, the orgone energy of Reich, the
etheric energy of Oliver Lodge, etc. Whereas
many of its characteristics conform to the
electromagnetic spectrum, to the behaviour of
light, the gravitic field, weak radio-activity,
none of these are adequate to properly define
it, and it defies positivist scientific attitudes
because one of its more critical aspects is its
relationship of the higher states of
consciousness – fields which do not yield to
positivist analysis. The alchemy of the spirit is
intelligible in the context of the results of the
proper use of this energy; Rudolf Steiner’s
“Spiritual Science” takes account of it.

Healing by groups works – absent healing
works. This it occurred to us that collective
healing might also work. The Maharishi has
spoken at length about the gains for
communities that accrue when more than 2%
meditate and has set up brigades of spiritual
commandoes to go into communities to do it.
Once done, they leave.
We felt that this was a step forward in spiritual
science, but that it should be possible to go
even further. In the first instance, we had
come to realise that for non-intuitive healers,
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the “visualisation” was the key to the exercise
in the higher states of consciousness – in the
second, passive meditation was one thing,
active another, thirdly by dowsing you could
actually measure the input and monitor the
results – fourthly, that if the collective
consciousness were a reality and expressed
through the ley lines, then communities were
also beings, and fifthly, that individual
diseases might well have their counterparts in
collective diseases such as violence, stress and
unloving attitudes. Collective healing should
yield results just as one to one healing.

dragon bones in the museums and the Chinese
dragon-men are in total agreement.
Every individual has a “hara” in oriental terms,
round the Solar Plexus, the portal through
which a healer puts basic life energy. We had
to look for the “hara” of Brighton, which we
found to be the fountain in the Old Steine, the
physical hub of Brighton, and on the main
energy line. The stones of the old stone circle
are still in the base of the fountain.
What was curious was that the line had been a
triple 64 an about 20 yards wide – but the
moment more than a few people had taken the
idea into their consciousness, the line began to
expand, indeed to an extent outside our
experience – even before any operation was
undertaken.
The Archdruid of France stated that there was
a macro-system in Europe, combining earth
faults, cathedrals, ancient sites and so on. We
checked – he’s right, and it conforms to the
great pilgrim routes. Thus, a pilgrimage can
alter your consciousness.
On 29th September, we performed, in group
terms, as one individual healer, but towards
the collective being of Brighton and Hove.
Meditation, prayer and visualisation. That
through the Fountain, the “hara”, came the
healing energies from above, revitalising the
veins and arteries of the community. The
visualisation was involved in various matters –
the disease of weekend violence, of which
Brighton was a notorious victim, a reduction in
stress which would have potential
consequences in public health, road accidents
and civic awareness – and we would monitor
the results.

In that May of 1981, we decided to put it to the
test, and sent out a call to the healers of
Brighton to join in. They did. Within a few
weeks, more than 100 people were ready to
take part. It was suggested by Father James
Holdroyd, that the 29th September, St
Michael’s Day, was an auspicious date to start.
The Dragon is held to be the murky
subconscious from which the dark thoughts
come, and so far as I am concerned, it is also
the “Woivre” of the Celts, the spiral earth
energy that comes out of springs, valleys, stone
circles, earthworks and so on, and which, when
with the Spear or Sword of evolved
consciousness, it is channelled into the
community in straight lines, creates harmony
between man and earth. After all, there are no

First consequence: the main line of Brighton
multiples by 2,400 times. This staggered me,
for we had no idea what to expect. We
eventually concluded that the “patient”, and
indeed the world system had been on its last
legs, and what we had thought to be a vital
main line, was but a vestigial memory. More
important was that a series of squares about 2
yards each side appeared and eventually
formed into a chequerboard pattern, just as
appears around individuals when healers have
given them initial healing.
Consequences in behavioural terms; first, with
one notable exception, weekend violence has
disappeared, and Brighton is no longer prey to
this sort of group aberration. The fact of the
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greater civic awareness is far less easy to
quantify, but there is general agreement that it
is so: general crimes of violence present a
serious difficulty. First, they are classified on
an East Sussex basis and secondly, the police
computer programme classifies them in a way
that does not limit them to crimes where
violence was committed, but includes crimes
where violence could have been committed, all
of which could be misleading. More time is
necessary, but what is important is that
elsewhere where Fountain Groups have come
into being, weekend violence has virtually
disappeared – viz; Isle of Thanet.

spiritual work has a subtle first cause, and
quite a lengthy chain of subsequent effects in
order to achieve the desired objective. I feel
that more understanding and less provocative
police methods may also be involved in a
general raising of consciousness. I also feel for
the young policeman who knows a punch up is
likely, but he, too, can get his base chakra
going and over-react.
The affair of the Brighton bomb was revealing.
I live about 100yards away and was a sad
witness to that terrible morning. Whereas in
Madrid, where a similar grid pattern exists, the
terrible accident on the runway, and the affair
of the discotheque had ripped a huge hole in
the grid, which had to be gently put back by
the Madrid Fountain Group, the bomb in
Brighton had no such effect, to my great
surprise, but then I reasoned that, in a
consciousness sense, unlike the events in
Madrid, it had nothing to do with Brighton. It
was perpetrated by outsiders. I hope that is a
proper explanation: the being of Brighton is
about people rather than locations.

But whereas we had no idea what to expect
either in terms of results or dowsing effects,
some important new dimensions have been
appreciated. It was curious that whereas the
chequerboard field extended over Brighton,
Hove, and their environs, and stopped for a
period of three months, a sort of finger of
energy went up the main road, and railway line
to London. It took some time for the penny to
drop as to what that was all about.
Just as in one to one healing, the healer cannot
know exactly what to do in all cases, yet the
energy gets on with it, thus in the case of
Brighton, the energy decided for itself to
extend itself to London to achieve the major
objective.
This chequerboard field, it now appears has
the effect of shifting the brain rhythm of those
who enter into it. As the vast proportion of the
contributors of violence come from London,
what more logical than to start the
consciousness shift the moment they left on
their way to Brighton, either road or rail, so
that on arrival the Base chakra desire of
violence would be mitigated.
I said earlier that consciousness is holistic
when someone is in a state of violence, all their
energies congregate in the Base chakra, just as
in a saint, they congregate in the Crown
chakra. There is an associated brain rhythm.
Just as the healer shifts the brain rhythm of
the sick person, so a community healing has a
tendency to shift the collective consciousness,
or so it would appear, a little bit upwards, thus
rendering gut based violence less satisfying.

What constitutes membership? Fountain
International claims to be an idea rather than
an organisation, and studiously avoids
hierarchy and structure. Too many wellmeaning spiritual groups have involved
themselves so much in structure, that its
preservation and in-fighting becomes more
important than the work itself. Thus, there is
no membership fee. (Although any donations
gratefully received.) Fountain cannot be
competitive with other groups, nor does it seek
to be authoritarian. It is about doing the work
and nothing else. It is not a refuge nor a club;

The police, when asked whether the Fountain
Group activity had been the source of the
improvement, attributed it to better policing
methods, and, of course, they are right, but any
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it offers nothing, save the sharing of an idea
and the communication of the results. If a
person is ready to become a member, then he
knows and does. If someone understands the
spiritual truths and the notion of love, then he
is a member, and for no other reason. It is not
really necessary to make oneself known, just
get on with it, but two or three gathered
together are more effective than one.

conditions in the community,) is the
commitment to devote just 2 or 3 minutes a
day linking in thought to an agreed focal point
within the community – this might be a village
cross, church spire, memorial or other wellknown landmark. After stilling the mind, the
focal point is visualised radiating healing
energy, (or light and love) throughout the
community. This can be done in your own
home; it is also good to meet with a group of
like-minded friends from time to time to tune
in as a group to any part of the community
requiring extra help, and to discuss results and
changes throughout the community.

It’s all still very naïve and neophyte, but many
encouraging signs have emerged. It’s great to
fly over Europe or the States and dowse a
Fountain chequer board below the plane.
What if every community in the world
eventually has a group working?

Contact suzannemthomas48@gmail.com

The problem of institutionalised violence and
unloving attitudes is a higher citadel to
crumble, but just as individual consciousness
rises through the charkas to the Crown,
perhaps the collective one can do the same.
Human beings make institutions, and in the
main they are based in fear and desire for
power. Those who live in the Crown Chakra
have neither. There is, therefore, hope but
only if those who know do.
Whereas violence may be held to be a principle
disease of humanity, be it physical or
emotional, just as in individual disease, states
of consciousness are still a major contributory
factor for good or ill, and the raising of
planetary consciousness may be held to have a
direct bearing on our survival as a race.

Sept 11 issue

If the Earth were only a few feet in
diameter

The key of course is love, which unconditional,
seeks no reward, knows no fatigue and is
boundless. Strange it is dowseable and affects
the ley lines. They truly are Pathways of
Consciousness and therefore Healing.
I’m Interested – But Can Anyone Join?
Fountain is open to EVERYONE, of whatever
faith, colour, nationality or political
persuasion. There is no membership or
organisation in the usual sense, and all
individuals or groups throughout the world
work independently in a manner best suited to
their own communities, but nevertheless, with
the feeling of being part of a network, and with
the thought that group activity produces an
effect greater than the sum of the parts.

If the earth were only a few feet in diameter,
floating a few feet above a field somewhere,
people would come from everywhere to marvel
at it. People would walk around it, marvelling
at its big pools of water, its little pools and the
water flowing between the pools. People would
marvel at the bumps on it, and the holes in it,

What does Fountain Work entail?
All that is required (apart from a genuine
desire to do something positive to improve
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Sound Healing investigators and certain
students of antiquity have believed for some
time that sound in general, and music in
particular, hold great potential for revealing
deeper understanding of the universe around
us. Furthermore, the informed application of
precise energy - in the form of sound
frequencies - can benefit us on many levels:
emotionally, physically, intellectually, and
spiritually.
The MIT research team attacked their work (to
synthesize silk fibers in the lab), with the novel
approach of replicating building-block protein
molecules. The large multidisciplinary team,
including engineers, biomedical experts,
mathematicians and musical composers,
formulated synthetic silk in a systematic
manner - as a model for future synthetic
material design work. They began by building
a computer model of natural silk and then
identified the underlying bio-materials
responsible for the unique light weight,
subtleness and extraordinary strength of
spider silk.
These researchers modified silk producing
genes and created a device to copy the spider's
silk spinning organ. After extensive work, they
produced a variety of synthetic silk strands.
Two of the experimental "silks" stood out. One
of the new protein combinations yielded
extremely strong silk molecules - but the catch
was these proteins did not adhere to each
other as a thread, which was of course useless.
The second material contained weaker protein
molecules that adhered together strongly and
made an excellent thread, as natural silk
proteins do and was a success. It was not
enough to produce strong proteins alone - they
must interconnect properly and form a
coherent strand on a large scale; there must be
a cohesive architecture properly aligning and
connecting the components (like a musical
composition).
After these initial results, the team went back
to the lab to produce new silk materials. One of
the new analytical tools that they employed in
the development of superior silk was music!
Greatly simplifying the details... the various
levels of the silk's structure (the proteins, their
relationships, and underlying structures) were
translated into musical compositions. The end
result: the strong silk proteins that would not
form usable threads produced music that was
harsh and displeasing. The proteins that
formed usable fibers played as soft, fluid,
pleasing music. The fact that the above process

and they would marvel at the very thin layer of
gas surrounding it and the water suspended in
the gas. The people would marvel at all the
creatures walking around the surface of the
ball, and at the creatures in the water. The
people would declare it as sacred because it
was the only one, and they would want to
protect it so that it would not be hurt. The ball
would be the greatest wonder known, and
people would come to pray at it, to be healed,
to gain knowledge, to know beauty and to
defend it with their lives because they would
somehow know that their lives, their own
roundness, could be nothing without it. If the
Earth were only a few feet in diameter.
Anon
Sept 11

Song of the Spiders Web
Jill Mattson

It is cliché that mathematics is the language of
science; recent discoveries reveal that in a
related and perhaps even more fundamental
way, music may truly be the language of
nature.
Just as my dog whines and tries to stop me
when I play discordant music on my piano new findings show that we may be biologically
"hardwired" in our response to aesthetically
pleasing or displeasing music. Evidence
suggests that music may be encoded in the
smallest protein molecules comprising living
things. Recent experiments from MIT report
efforts to represent manmade silk fibers as
musical compositions - using the underlying
proteins in the synthetic silk as "notes". The
researchers found remarkable similarities
between the physical properties of the silk and
the aesthetic sound and feel of its associated
music. In other words silk with good physical
properties produced pleasing music!
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structure, made using a variation of the same
methods, was not able to form into the long
fibers needed to make it useful. Musical
compositions based on the two structures
helped
to show how they differed. (Credit: Markus
Buehler)

(based on the silk proteins) resulted in
anything even remotely resembling music is
remarkable; the fact that pleasing music was
produced from "good" silk and harsh music
resulted from "bad" silk is near miraculous.
One of the researchers, Markus Buehler of MIT
said, "There might be an underlying structural
expression in music that tells us more about
the proteins that make up our bodies. After all,
our organs - including the brain - are made
from these building blocks, and humans'
expression of music may inadvertently include
more information than we are aware of."
Music may soon tell us much more about our
biology and reveal new insight into our
humanity. Expanding on this, the processes
that produced the biology, DNA and building
block proteins may be encoded in a universal
song.
Sound and music - could these be far more
than we have thought them to be? Ancient
civilizations considered music a mystical force
and carefully guarded its secrets. Modern
experts believe sound energy can interact with
and alter our subtle energies - opening up vast
opportunities for healing and growth.

MIT reference: Massachusetts Institute of Technology
(2012, November 28). Researchers synthesize new kind
of silk fiber, and use music to fine-tune material's
properties. ScienceDaily. Retrieved January 11, 2013,
from
http://www.sciencedaily.com
/releases/2012/11/121128112157.htm

Jill Mattson is a three-time author and
widely recognized expert and composer in
the emerging field of Sound Healing! Jill
lectures throughout the United States on
“Ancient Sounds ~ Modern Healing” taking followers on an exciting journey
revealing the Healing Power of Vibratory
Energy. She unveils secrets from ancient
cultures as well as the latest findings of
the modern scientific community showing
the incredible power and healing
capabilities of sound.
Mattson infuses ancient mystical
techniques - with profound potential for
growth
and enlightenment - in her original musical
CD's. The CD's combine intricate Sound
Healing techniques with intriguing, magical
tracks that offer deep healing possibilities.
Please visit her websites where you can
learn more about her work.
www.JillsWingsOfLight.com,
www.JillsHealingMusic.com,

The human voice contains voluminous
information on the underlying state and
wellness of the body. Musical compositions
are grand "stories" employing numerous
instruments, notes, pitches, rhythms, octaves
and so on - producing a holistic effect beyond
the sum of the parts. As my dog knows very
well - what sounds right, feels right. Music
could be the universal language of nature - and
deeper - mirror the grand plan that makes us
and our surrounding world what we are.

www.MusicForBeauty.com

March 15

Remembering Hamish Miller
By Nigel Twinn
It seems almost unbelievable that almost a
decade has elapsed since the Cornwall-based
author, dowser, philosopher, blacksmith and
Fountain International activist, Hamish Miller
finally passed permanently through the veil.
At the time, Hamish was one of Britain’s best
known, most highly respected and certainly
best-loved dowser.

This diagram of the molecular structure of
one of the artificially produced versions of
spider silk depicts one that turned out to form
strong, well-linked fibers. A different
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around the landscape. How Colin had found
these in the first place is not recorded although he did leave a series of hand-drawn
examples of the ‘pictograms’, as they were to
be called, which he had located in Andorra (of
all places!) (Colin’s research that lead to
Fountain International can now be found in
the paperback, “Who’d Have Thought It,”
Colin Bloy and Suzanne Thomas.) The
revelation fired HM’s enthusiasm to
investigate the novel phenomenon, but even
the intrepid Cornish Scot never quite bottomed
it out. In the intervening years, several of us
have also tried to figure out their nature, but in
truth they remain something of an enigma.
He was born in Bo’ness, Scotland, in 1927, the
son of a dentist. In the 1940’s, he attended St
Andrew’s and Edinburgh Universities and
subsequently started his own furniture
manufacturing company in Sussex. By the
early 1980’s, he had become a highly
successful businessman, but in 1982 he
suffered complications during a major
abdominal operation and effectively died on
the operating table. The Near Death
Experience (NDE), with which he later came to
terms, changed the course his life radically and
irrevocably.
He left behind the world of commerce and
engaged a completely different outlook, with
far-sighted goals and values. One aspect of
this new life was to make him a household
name, with an international reputation - it was
his involvement with the niche world of
dowsing.
Hamish was inspired to take up the craft by
the equally legendary Fountain International
founder, Colin Bloy - and he remained an
active member of FG for the rest of his life

However, Hamish went on to make a series of
ground-breaking dowsing discoveries during
the 1980s and 1990’s, which are described in
his collaborative works, The Sun and the
Serpent, The Dance of the Dragon and In
Search of the Southern Serpent. These books
captured the imagination of a whole new
generation of practitioners. In so doing, he
played a significant role in bringing the arcane
art out of its relative obscurity, and in
presenting it to a wider, younger and more
ambitious audience, hungry for both a
practical and an intuitive understanding of the
emerging field of Earth Energy.
Hamish realised the immense value of
teaching others to dowse, both as a skill in its
own right and as a means to exploring a portal
into a completely different way of looking at
reality. He took great personal pleasure in
organising dowsing courses, many of which
were held at his Cornish home. He also
produced a comprehensive beginners guide to
the subject, in 2002, entitled The Definitive
Wee Book of Dowsing.
As a result of his change of world-view,
Hamish engendered the formation, in 2006, of
The Parallel Community - an organisation
dedicated to linking together diverse groups in
a number of countries that are seeking to build
a more caring and a more positive future for
mankind. With over 1,000 members around
the globe, Hamish regarded the establishment
of this group as a significant step in translating
his own practical experience of the world

(A rare pictures of Hamish with Colin Bloy.)
Quite apart from everyday dowsing, Colin
showed Hamish the existence of little patterns
and icons, which seemed to be scattered
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beyond the five gross senses into action in the
here and now.
His other great claim to fame was in realising
his boyhood dream of becoming a blacksmith.
He made both functional and sculptural
ironwork to an exceptional standard, one
example of which was presented to the Russian
Orthodox Cathedral in Kiev. He also
established a one-man production line of
hand-forged dowsing rods that are still greatly
treasured by many of us.
Hamish wrote a somewhat premature
autobiography, It’s Not Too Late, in the 1990’s,
but many of his more important insights were
yet to come. A second volume, A Life Divined,
describing his life and his discoveries largely in
his own words, was published posthumously at
Easter 2010 - with yours truly as compiler and
narrator.
HM had a head start on most of the rest of us
in understanding the world beyond the five
senses, in that he had not one, but three outofbody experiences on which to draw. He was
quite convinced that he knew what would
happen after his eventual demise - because he
had already been there! In his own words he
found the prospect of passing over as ‘quite
exciting’, and that he was ‘rather looking
forward to it’. With that sort of attitude, it is
perhaps not too surprising that he didn’t seek
to put off the end of this cycle indefinitely.
His final moments came, as he would have
wished, at home in his adopted and beloved
Cornwall, following a gentle and joyful Burns
night with his wife, fellow dowser and fellow
Fountain International member, Ba.
Many of us would have wished him to have
delayed his next journey a little longer, but in
hindsight we were very privileged to have
enjoyed his presence for so long.
Nigel Twinn

Do you ever get a very un-spiritual attack of ‘I
found it first’? I’m having one of those at the
moment with the whole mindfulness gravy
train. Here’s a bit of background.
When I was diagnosed with Mantle Cell
Lymphoma - a very aggressive cancer - a
couple of years ago, my partner Stephen, who
is Managing Editor for Watkins Mind, Body
Spirit magazine (so he gets to see all the good
books first), suggested I read Thich Nhat
Hanh’s lovely book, Fear. It turned out to be
an excellent suggestion and the book was
never far from my side as I fought to stay calm
and positive in the face of extreme illness.
Then he suggested Rachel Neumann’s book,
Not Quite Nirvana, in which I discovered that
she is Thich Nhat Hanh’s editor, responsible
for turning his boxes of notes into the
beautifully simple books I was now devouring.
Although I had been aware of mindfulness for
a while, it wasn’t especially high profile at that
time (2012/13); it also hadn’t figured very
highly on my list of spiritual practices, because
despite having gone through some pretty
tough times, I hadn’t needed to deal with the
gut-wrenching fear that a cancer diagnosis
brings. I quickly came to appreciate exactly
how powerful mindfulness is.
During most of my treatment I was in hospital
every three weeks, for several days at a time,
depending on where I was in the regime.
Mantle Cell Lymphoma is known as a
chameleon cancer as it adapts to become
resistant to every drug that is used against it;
the Nordic regime I was following was
extremely powerful and debilitating
chemotherapy that cycled through different
drugs to try to outwit the cancer. It wasn't a
pretty situation to be in, and I needed some
focus to help me get through the long hours on
the drip, especially once I got to the stage of
having a stem cell transplant. At that point I
was incarcerated for 23 days in an isolation
suite, with not a sniff of fresh air (too
dangerous) and visits restricted to only the
healthiest members of my family and friends.
That was incredibly difficult as I didn't get to
see my sons at all during that time - they
seemed to be down with something or other
for the whole month and it was considered to
be just too much of a risk. Now firmly on the
trail of mindfulness (is that an oxymoron, I
wonder?) I found and downloaded onto my
laptop The Bell Chant – the version with Thich
Nhat Hanh's voice as the overlay to the
flashmob meditation in Trafalgar Square in
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The Grumpy Path To Mindfulness
Margaret Cahill
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sounds and pause to focus on the breath and
take ourselves back to a point of calmness,
which is very welcome in a busy day.
As indeed do several million other people,
judging by the number of books and courses
offered on the subject. In fact it would be very
hard for anyone not to be aware of
mindfulness now, and this is where that little
bit of uppity-ness sneaked in – one which I’m
not very proud of, but it is better out than in. It
has started to feel like my beloved spiritual
life-saver is being defiled and bastardised. We
now have Mindful Cooking, Mindful
Colouring, Mindful Eating, you name it…
Companies wishing to edge their way up the
list for being top employers offer mindfulness
sessions for their staff; it has become the
buzzword for 'cool' and there are even people
patenting techniques for learning and teaching
it. Oh per-lease.
But then the wonderful bit happened, as it
always does if you let it. I was lucky enough to
go to an event in London where some of the
nuns and monks from Plum Village, Thich
Nhat Hanh's community in France, were
hosting an evening of meditation and sharing.
It was the most beautiful thing I have ever
witnessed and you can read more about it on
my blog #64 No Words for This. In the face of
some really weird questions from the audience,
an extremely difficult question from a very
troubled lady, a failing sound system, and
running over a strict schedule by about 20
minutes, this lovely group of people exuded
peace, love, and a very well developed sense of
humour. Being in their presence as their love
literally flowed off the stage to envelop us all,
made everything alright again. Suddenly I
realised that mindfulness can be used to
resolve absolutely any situation: whether it is
irritation at other people cheapening my
beloved practice, or utter terror at a cancer
diagnosis. The community talked us through
the process of facing these emotions and
literally immersing ourselves in them as we
breathe in and releasing the love to resolve
them as we breathe out. It is much, much
deeper than that, obviously, but this isn't the
place to go further into it. And they also told us
that whatever we are feeling is perfectly fine.
Resistance to something can be breathed
through, as can the denial at the fact we are
resistant. How amazing is that? The more I
heard, the more I loved it, and indeed it was
exactly what I needed to hear.
What I witnessed that evening was true

June 2011
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mqZA5cT
oPgs. I played it endlessly, plugged into my
headphones as the chemotherapy seeped into
my veins. The music reached right into the
deepest places of my fear, and for 7 minutes
and 38 seconds I was connected to all those
lovely people sitting meditating in the
sunshine. It was a much-needed escape, and I
always came out of it feeling refreshed and a
whole lot more positive.
Then Stephen passed me a book on Zentangle the art of drawing, without drawing to destress
– which is actually just like the doodles I
used to do all over my schoolbooks. OK, a
teeny bit more complicated, but nevertheless
an extremely clever marketing exercise that I
threw myself into as it was perfect for taking
into hospital. So, I would often be found sitting
on my hospital bed, plugged into The Bell
Chant, happily doodling, I mean zentangling
away. It brought me great calmness and
serenity and I would really recommend it. In
fact, spending time colouring with my sons
when they were small was absolutely my
favourite pastime - much more so than
Buckaroo or cards, or any of the other games
parents were playing with their own offspring.
I loved the peace that came naturally between
us, and it seemed to calm the boys down if they
were troubled or fidgety. We also had some
amazing conversations brought on by the
space that was created for us in doing such a
simple activity. Anyway, back to Zentangle. At
the time it came to my notice the idea was just
being sold as a form of executive stress relief,
but as I was actually doing it, I was thinking,
'Hey, this goes really well with Mindfulness.'
Obviously so did a load of other people, as
colouring books are now in the bestseller list
on Amazon, and the Mindfulness Colouring
Books are up at the very top.
Thankfully I am now in remission, but the
mindfulness practice continues, and it has
affected every aspect of our lives; after all, that
is what a spiritual practice does, and the best
spiritual practices worm their way into your
psyche until you can't imagine a life without
them. We have downloaded the Lotus App
onto our phones, so we set it to go off at
random intervals during the working day. I am
back at work full time now and both of us find
we need the chime to remind us to take a
moment and pull away from the constant web
of deep concentration that draws us in. We are
brought back up to the surface as the chime
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mindfulness in action - and a textbook
example of how to deal with my grumpiness at
people hijacking what is precious to me. And I
have come to realise that what started out
looking to me like mass marketing of a
precious spiritual practice is actually finding
its way to the people that need it, and I’m sure
that Thich Nhat Hanh would wholeheartedly
approve. And that can only be good news as we
work our way towards greater peace and
tranquillity. And that’s brilliant. So I’m not
grumpy any more.

the time with everyone and everything that
was, is and will ever be. We are an expansive
illustration of all creation. Our potential and
resiliency is emulated and sustained by the
nature that embodies us. The power of our
consciousness, inspiration, listening and
presence is our common birth-right. Our
personal transformation is the essential
expression of our creativity.
Where We Are:
Reality and our experience of it is a threedimensional construct devised and maintained
to amuse, distract and detain us into the
parameters of duality. Society is a vortex that
insatiably devours our creativity,
consciousness, energy, intention and
possibility. In our
daily encounters, we are given two options; yes
or no, left or right, up or down, liberal or
conservative, good or evil, etc. We accept and
apply this communal understanding because
we do not identify and explore existential
diversity. We turn our backs on our own
experiences, insights, lifestyles, perceptions
and thoughts for a superficial sense of
belonging, purpose and worth.

Margaret Cahill has her own blog at
margaretcahill.wordpress.com and would love
you to pop in to say 'Hi'.
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Selective Reality:
We have a natural desire to sense only what
we want. Our experience is primarily
dependent upon our advantage, comfort,
convenience, interest and willingness. We
often shy away or even criticize and discredit
all that is distinct from our unique lifestyle,
perception and understanding. Our reality is
fashioned not by our choice, but the frequent
avoidance of our choice. Our life becomes a
decision of what we don’t want instead of what
we truly need. We have enabled reality with
our mere existence. Our attention and
engagement sustains our attachment to and
dependence on a subservient human survival.
“It is not our reality that is the most powerful
influence of our life. It is our oblivion.”

Transformation
By Iam Saums

“The greatest challenge in life isn’t that we
survive, it is our choice to thrive.”

Buying in to Oblivion:
Human beings have an innate tendency to be
enchanted by the artificial mysticism of
obscurity. It is an enigma of reality that
consumes our attention, awareness, intention
and enlightenment. When our consciousness
has been compromised by this insensible
dimension of perception, our experience of life
is severely diminished and inevitably

Who We Are:
We are eternal beings existing in infinite
experiences beyond the perception of our
imagination. Our body, mind heart are
connected to our spirit and the universe
through the multi-dimensional conduit of our
intuition. We are related with all possibility all
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manipulated. Creativity, destiny, purpose and
the
possibility for transformation all cease to exist.
The investment of our energy, focus and
involvement with the comfortable and
common diversion of human oblivion
concedes our aim, passion and will to thrive.
We become a shadow of all we were destined
to be.

deceive, distort and fabricate to proliferate our
selfish desires and false power. For us to break
our patterns of manipulation, we must
transcend our illusions and become present to
who we truly are.
“Our salvation comes not from what we do,
think or say. It is in who we are being.”
An Act of Being:
Ontology is not a practice that is appreciated,
emphasized, encouraged or required in our
society. It has been forgotten under the
heaping pile of metaphysics somewhere
between meditation and ritual. Yet, it is one of
the only practices that can empower and
transform our life and the world. For most of
us to be present to our way of being, we must
discover, experience and commit our lives to it
every day. Our oblivion to being as a culture
inhibits our capacity to become the fulfilment
of our possibility. The history we carry into
our present most certainly ensures the
repetitive outcome of our future. We allow our
past to dictate our present.

The Power We Yield:
We are an extraordinary and enormous
expression of energy. Yet, most of our
potential is never acknowledged, embraced or
fulfilled. Simply being with our own
empowerment terrifies us, let alone expressing
or living it. We convince ourselves that it is
much easier to acquiesce our personal power
instead of claiming its ownership. We pass our
personal empowerment onto authority figures
and elected officials with an expectation they
will achieve our desired outcome. When they
inevitably don’t, we demonize them as failures
without realizing the absence of our own
initiative and participation.

An Epiphany of View:
For us to see what is unknown about ourselves
and our lives, we must first distinguish our
perspective from who we believe ourselves to
be. This takes a great deal of authenticity,
dedication, honesty and integrity. Yet before
any of these qualities are exercised, we need to
experience insights to define our greatest
potential. The intention of our vision and
mission in life ultimately creates our purpose
and destiny. When we release everything we
“think” we know about ourselves and create
space for possibility, all we could only imagine
becomes our experience. Our way of being is
the soul of our life’s expression.

The Greatest Con on Earth

The Dawn of Possibility:
Before we can manifest anything new in our
lives, it requires us to become present to
something we have yet to experience. Within
the
three-dimensional structure of our everyday
routine, our perception is conditioned to
observe only what is relative. There is a vast,
unknown universe of ourselves to discover.
The expanse of our exploration is defined by
our willingness to release the known and
intentionally embrace the mystery. We are
born to be creators of our experience. The
expression of our creativity and intention
originates from the possibility we choose to

We are too clever for our own good. Every day
we invent strategies to conceal and defend our
agendas, deficiencies, downfalls, fears and
insecurities. Eventually these ploys become
our rackets which enable our unhealthy
lifestyles thus suspending us in our selfinduced
confusion. Once we have been successfully
captivated by our own artificial authority, we
begin to impose our rackets upon others. We
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apply. Our possibility is the spark that ignites
the manifestation of our destiny.
“Enlightenment is possible in the experience of
our transformation.”

Working with Nature Spirits in the City
By Debbie Adamson

Around the corner from my house there is a
small block of flats outside of which is a lovely
cherry tree surrounded by Mahonia bushes.
That is where Little Man lives. That’s not his
real name of course, it’s my name for him. He
stands about three feet high, with shaggy hair,
a beard and his strong, dirty, long feet are
always bare. Most days when I pass I get a
cheery wave and he often accompanies me on a
walk. He supports my healing work with
clients, my explorations of the natural world
and sometimes just hangs out with me. His
personal habits are disgusting and I’m glad
when it’s just his feet that’s he’s picking but he
has the biggest heart I have ever encountered
and he is now one of the most powerful devic
forces that I know. Over the years that I have
known him he has touched my heart and done
so much for me that I think it’s time I wrote
about him and why working with his kind can
be important for anyone who really wants to
support true balance in the world.

Being Real:
We all have a wardrobe filled with personality
guises we don to achieve, evade and survive.
Eventually we become so accustomed to the
appearances we present we lose ourselves in
the presence of our own collusion. We
perceive authenticity, objectivity and sincerity
as being needless social expressions of charity
and weakness. Yet, these are the essential
qualities of our being. Authenticity allows us
to become present to and relate with others in
profound and powerful ways. It empowers and
inspires us to transcend the ordinary reality of
doing and become an extraordinary expression
of being.
All That We Are:
We don’t know who we are. We live our lives
stumbling through our experiences with an
aimless wanderlust for consciousness, love,
purpose and truth. Yet, when it comes to
extending the effort and energy to express and
manifest a life that inspires us, we allow
ourselves to become distracted, disengaged
and disinterested. Our lives will not be
fulfilled until we reclaim the power we have
long ago yielded to social authority. Until we
are real with ourselves and others, our destiny
will continue to be a comfortable daydream.
When we are present to the truth of our lives,
we become the source of our transformation.
“Transformation is becoming conscious to the
creativity of human being.”

Mighty Warrior
Little Man is not small nor is he a man – he is
a nature spirit, one of the beings who make up
the consciousness of the earth and the plant
kingdom. When I first started to see such
beings it was a little disconcerting until I
realised that other people saw and
communicated with them in ways that are very
similar to me. However most authors in this
field describe them in the context of untouched
countryside and unspoilt wilderness implying
in many instances that urban environments
drive them out or destroy them, whilst I was
seeing them in the local parks and my tiny
garden near the centre of a big town. I have
come to realise that they do exist in urban
environments but that their consciousness
often rests more deeply below the surface than
in areas of wilderness. They have become used
to being ignored by humans and so in turn

http://www.iamsaums.com
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have come ignore us but when you take the
time and energy to acknowledge them, you will
realise that they are as powerful as any of the
beings you can meet in the unspoilt wilds of
the world.
My learning with devic forces in urban
environments began many years ago. A friend
had visited Peterborough Cathedral and found
a strange energy there that had disturbed her.
That evening she rang me to see if I could pick
anything up. Reaching out I felt the presence
of a trapped consciousness, an elemental that
had been bound for hundreds of years by the
human energies that it had been trying to heal.
Together we released the poor thing. Putting
down the phone I thought nothing more about
it until my attention was caught by the image
of a huge hand made of light hovering just
above our monster sized hedge, not a usual
sight even for me and one which made me
wonder if the mushrooms I’d had with dinner
were legal. In the palm sat a perfect small
gentleman, round belly, belted jacket and
straight trousers, just like a picture from a
child’s fairy story. The hand laid him gently on
the paving flags in my garden and he waited.

humming to the plants in my garden. When I
went out my previously sad and bedraggled
primulas were covered in flowers.
That isn’t the strangest thing that has
happened over the years.
Since then I have encountered many plant and
devic spirits in my local area. Near my house
is the River Mersey, a number of parks, nature
reserves as well as gardens, trees and bushes
in grass verges and among it all are nature and
plant spirits that are often happy to say hello.
Little Man took me for a walk shortly after I
met him and introduced me to the earth
workers in one of the bigger of the local parks.
When we arrived he ran ahead of me and
began tumbling around like a playful puppy
with two other beings. Imagine Will o’ the
wisp but described in solid green and you have
an image of these beings. They were shy but
curious about me – I was awe struck and my
view of reality began to re-orientate itself. If
this were real and not some psychotic break
(after all you have to consider these things
from all angles) then there were things I
needed to learn – and quickly.

Mahonia around the corner

River Mersey, central Stockport.

He didn’t disappear when I closed my eyes as
I hoped he would, but just waited. So finally I
went out and found myself looking down on
this picture from a fairy tale, who was looking
round at my messy garden with a look of
disgust. He said he was there to help my
garden in exchange for the good turn I had
done for one of his family. He went onto
explain that whenever such work was done
there needed to be an exchange and his help
was my reward from the devic world.
Bemused I said thank you and went inside
wondering if I needed to see my GP. Next day
I looked out to find him hovering about two
feet above the ground, cross legged and

Learning
It’s ironic that I grabbed at the opportunity to
learn and never considered that the beings I
was interacting with would also learn from me
but Little Man certainly has. Shortly after I
met him I was working with a client and he
appeared. I was reluctant to have him engage
so closely with anything like that as I had
encountered other elemental beings who had
been injured or trapped by human energies
that they are not designed to handle. Yet he
sat and watched intently. When I finished I
looked at him and he lifted his gruff, dirty face
with that big nose which he so often picks for
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my benefit and his eyes were huge, fat tears
rolling down his face. He never speaks to me
with language but in my mind I feel his
thoughts – and at that point I knew he had
never seen anything like that before and he
wanted to learn more. He proceeded to do so
with a vigour that amazed me – he expanded
and grew and became my guide and helper in
the plant and devic world, yet he still tumbles
round like a puppy to make me laugh and
picks his feet when he gets bored. His loyalty
is fierce, his love boundless, his strength gentle
beyond measure, his humour gross but he is
my friend.

create ‘right balance’ in the places where it is
most needed. Our society does not give back
to the earth; it takes, destroys, uses and abuses
but this is much harder to do if you have
interacted with and experienced the living
consciousness that directs and nurtures the
fabric of this world. How can you chop down a
stand of trees when you have spoken to them
and they have held you in their stillness in
order to give you the rest that had previously
eluded you? How can you pollute and destroy
a world when you have tasted the very
consciousness that created it?

Right Balance
So I learnt that interacting and falling in love
with such beings gives something back to them
– they learn and grow, becoming more than
they were before the friendship began. They
benefit in their own right. They also learn
about humans and our consciousness. As a
species we have generally cut ourselves off
from the Greater Consciousness of the Earth
and in this way we have cut off ourselves off
from the family of devic beings that make up
that consciousness. They do not know us
because we have separated ourselves off and
this is especially so in cities where tarmac and
concrete smother our connection with the
healing and balancing earthly energies. This
creates an imbalance in the Whole which
affects not just humans but the Whole of the
Earth Consciousness. When we build a bridge
between ourselves and the devic world we
begin to move into better balance. We begin to
heal the rift that wounds not just our species
but the whole planet. It enables the devic
world to know us and to offer the healing that
so many of us need and cry out for, healing
that the devic world is more than willing to
give, if we ask for it appropriately.
When we work with beings of the earth and
plant kingdoms we change the essential fabric
of the environment in which we live,
encouraging them to pour balance and stability
into the area that surround them. I can’t think
of any city that does not need this. More
importantly it creates an exchange of energy
which is balanced and healthy. In most
shamanic traditions there is the principle of
living in balance with nature, of honouring
Mother Earth. In the Peruvian tradition it is
called ‘right balance’ or ‘Ayni’ and by
acknowledging and honouring the devic beings
that surround us in our cities we can begin to

Willows in Edgeley Park
Honour the living consciousness of the
city.
Building a relationship with nature and plant
spirits is easy, it merely requires an open mind
and a willingness to have faith in your own
perceptions. Make your garden a place where
you can love the spirits of the plants that live
there. If you don’t have space for an outdoor
garden make a small indoor garden of house
plants and be amazed at the tenderness of a
house orchid or the strength of a maidenhair
fern. This gives you a place to practice the
most important element of working with
nature; learning to love the spirits that
surround you and to cherish their bodies. This
allows your heart to open and communicate
with the world at a fundamental level. Then
when the sight and scent of a lilac tree fills you
with pleasure and admiration, the lilac will feel
and hear you. Step by step you will begin to
feel and hear the beings around you.
Meditating and journeying can deepen your
connection, making offerings to the land and
to local nature spirits will open a gateway
between our two worlds, whilst making
essences can enable you to develop very close
relationships with individual spirits and
plants. Slowly you will become conscious of
the great web of life that is threaded through a
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city as much as any wilderness. You can work
with it, growing and learning and in doing so
help the beings you encounter to grow and
learn too. You become an oasis of wholeness
which feeds the area in which you live without
the need for conscious thought or direction.
Little Man and I walked together yesterday so I
could ask him what I should write in this
article, what he wanted humans to know. The
overwhelming response was his love – that
Mankind needs to remember who we truly are
and accept the love of the earth and our
greater family. It’s the most important
message from that branch of our family (spot
the pun?); in order to grow and move into the
next age we have to accept the wholeness of
our being that embraces Mother Earth and the
beings who embody her consciousness. Only
then can we be healed of the wounds we carry
wounds, which we have inflicted on ourselves.

There is no pain. You are a Star. Now send
your Star, send who you are up the beam of
light. Stay within your Star as you travel
upwards in the beam of light; through your
body, out of your body; upwards, even higher,
until you are free of the earthly dimension.
Now gently open your inner eyes, your star
eyes, and see all who have come to this place of
freedom with you. See how the “old man” is
there with you, shinning his light out to greet
you. Notice all the other Stars of light that have
travelled with him to be with you. Feel your
light pulsating and expanding, merging with
all the other Stars of light that are around you.
See how the merging of the energy lights up
the night and radiates outwards into the night,
healing the world.
Now gently return to the beam of white light
that is your corridor to the Stars. Travel down
that light until you are centred once more with
being. Stay in your Star, stay in the light and
shine it once more through your body, through
your aura. Let it crystallize in your body,
through every cell of your body. Understand
that a point of light very similar to your Star is
radiating forth the essence of your being
within every cell of your physical body.

Oct 12

Star Light Meditation
Lis Warwood – Adelaide, Australia

Now take your Star in your hands. See it in all
its unique brilliance and beauty. Once again,
watch it, feel it glow and expand, sending out
its rays of healing love. Feel it merge within
and strengthen those around you and send it
out into the night, to your community focal
point, and the Fountain Network. Return to
the beam of light. Centre your being within you
as the Star that is you pulsates gently once
more and remember you are never so much
yourself as when you are shinning. That light
is the light of your Star, your essence, the God
within. Let your consciousness now return to
your body, breathe deeply and gently and
when you are ready, open your eyes.

Make yourself comfortable, close your eyes
and, breathing deeply and evenly, relax. Now
bring your conscious awareness to the beam of
white light that is running through the centre
of your body, through the centre of your being.
See, sense and feel how this beam of light
travels down from you into the earth. See how
it extends upwards beyond your body, beyond
the crown of your head. It extends even higher,
ever further beyond your earthly body. It goes
upwards to the stars.

February 2012

Now, sense and feel the bubble of sparkling
light that is you, in the centre of your being.
See how it sits in the centre of light and see,
feel, how your light radiates like a star. Be the
light. Be the star. You are beyond time, beyond
space, beyond longing and desire. At this place
you simply are.
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outside of themselves. The continuing
magnetic pull to religion, however misused it
may have become, is evidence of how strong
this human instinct is. The belief in the
collective power of prayer has motivated the
lives of millions, yet only recently has evidence
begun to emerge that there may indeed be a
scientifically detectable force behind it.
If it does turn out that our every thought and
action is directly affecting the external world
on an energetic level, as the experiments
described below suggest, then it also follows
that over long aeons the human race has been
evolving its consciousness to the point where
the collective mind may have become a
powerful ‘entity’ in its own right. Perhaps
every strife, every debate and painful learning
experience, all the pushes and pulls between
right and wrong, ‘good’ and ‘evil’, have been
for a higher purpose after all, as equations
resolve (however slowly) and the entity
matures into adulthood. Removed from the
long-held and narrow view that we live our
lives merely to be judged or played with by
lofty deities, we may face instead the reality
that a web of consciousness itself is the
ultimate force of life, binding us and propelling
the universe forward; God by any other name.
How we handle events and what we learn and
radiate into the collective consciousness may
turn out to be the most crucial thing of all.

The Power of Collective Thought
Andy Thomas

(Extracted from Chapter 14 of his book
“The Truth Agenda.”)
The belief that minds working together can
affect the material world may be more than
just New Age rhetoric. Scientific experiments
with the power of thought are revealing an
all-encompassing mechanism of collective
consciousness, the understanding of which
may be the key to forging a new world of
positive change.
The Evolution of Consciousness

The Power of the Mind
Though oft-dismissed, there is astonishingly
substantial evidence that the average human
mind not only communicates with other minds
on a recordable minute-by-minute basis, but
that all minds working together generate a
collective ‘field’ that can affect material reality.
The power of the mind has been tested and
speculated on for centuries, yet mainstream
science has managed to side line and dismiss
the multiple studies that have been mounted to
show that consciousness can and does extend
beyond the body and outwards across perhaps
unlimited distances. This dismissal is
unforgivable in light of the fact that many of
these studies have been conducted under
rigorous scientific conditions, the methodology
painstakingly developed, dutifully tidying up
all loopholes or any potential for inaccuracy or
vagueness. Yet still academics refuse to
acknowledge the findings, or afford them only
the faintest of interest, which soon sees the
implications forgotten.
Conducting what is known as meta-analysis -

Hindu woman in prayer.
Photo: Claude Renault, Wikimedia Commons
On a practical level, all we really have in life
are the basics - ourselves, our loved ones and
the immediate environment around us. For
some, this is all that is needed. The pragmatic
approach of accepting that reality and making
the very best of it to live in the now and enjoy
the pleasures and little moments for what they
are brings all the meaning they require. For
others, however, a more profound centre is
needed - a sense that what they do, what they
think and how they live affects a larger canvas
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These extraordinary findings demonstrate that
we live in a world where the pattern of events,
relationships and emotional states must be
influenced on a continuous basis by these
processes, even if they are merely operating at
a background level. Perhaps it is not just by
mathematical coincidence that we so often
know who is at the other end of the line before
we pick up the telephone. Maybe we should
trust our initial instinctive feelings about
people and places more than we do. A run of
good fortune when we are in a positive mood
could be more than just the perception of a
happy-go-lucky mind-set. And when the car or
lawnmower next breaks down when we are in a
bad state of mind, we should perhaps consider
the very real influence we may be having on
the objects and environment around us.
But if all of this is indeed occurring
continuously, what wider effects might it be
having beyond our individual lives? The
‘collective unconscious’, alluded to by the likes
of Carl Jung in more esoteric and
psychological terms, may be more of an
everyday reality than anyone has previously
suspected - offering a tool that could help the
current plight of civilisation.

compiling statistical studies of the studies and factoring in even the widest possible
margins of error, work by the likes of Dean
Radin demonstrates categorically that science
has proved that the mind is capable of
telepathy (or ‘psi’ phenomena) and other
‘nonlocal’ effects, as the odds against the
positive
results occurring by chance are simply too
huge. Most strikingly, the quantum quality of
‘entanglement’, in which particles once joined
and then separated remain in mysterious and
instantaneous communication with each other,
can be shown to work at a macro level too. In
other words, we are all ‘entangled’ with each
other and the world around us in a way that
means we are inseparable from our fellow
beings and our environment - and the universe
is inseparable from us. The implications of this
work are truly colossal, and many students of
the ‘new physics’ are, however reluctantly,
coming to these conclusions:
• Basic telepathy (‘transmission’ of images,
feelings, etc.) can provably occur between
certain individuals, and the effect is much
stronger when the test participants are known
to each other and therefore entangled (i.e. if
they are life partners - which says much about
the importance of relationships).
• Physical distance between participants can
make a difference to psi effects (the further the
separation, sometimes the weaker the results),
but not always, and ‘transmissions’ are
instantaneous, no matter what distance is
involved.
• The instantaneous qualities of psi effects
have been confirmed by wiring people up to
machines that register brainwaves, skin
resistance, and heart or nervous system
reactions. Incredibly, the machines record that
separated participants can share identical
matching reactions even when only one of
them is being stimulated (with images or
sounds, etc.) and the other is entirely unaware
of what is happening to their counterpart. And,
fascinatingly, the heart usually reacts before
the brain. This is all clear evidence of quantum
entanglement and also suggests that ‘gut
reaction’ is far more than an empty term.
• Results for psychokinesis (or telekinesis - the
ability to influence the movement or behaviour
of objects) have been less solid, but still show a
success rate far beyond statistical chance.
Experiments with dice, for instance, have
shown that it is possible to influence the
general outcome of a series of throws.

The Global Consciousness Project

Realising that there must be a larger
implication to the web of psi effects, a number
of researchers have looked for ways in which
such an influence can be tracked and
monitored. Here is not the place for a complex
study of the workings of consciousness science
(The Truth Agenda gives many necessary
pointers for further research). However,
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to 1.

openminded physicists like Radin and Robert
Jahn,
working at the Princeton Engineering
Anomalies Research Laboratory (PEAR) in the
USA, have been instrumental in developing
fail-safe mechanisms for testing the powers of
psi - thus also creating ones for recording
collective patterns.
The standard method of reading cards with
symbols and pictures and ‘transmitting’ the
images to another person in a different room
had produced positive results above statistical
chance, but was not considered scientific
enough to constitute absolute recordable
proof. Tests on the likes of brainwaves and
skin responses took things to a higher level,
but more was needed. Hence the idea was
developed of using computers to produce
random binary sequences - entirely
meaningless streams of digital ones and zeroes
pouring out in an endless torrent. It was
established that if a person or persons could,
without any physical interaction with the
computer, influence the streams into more
ordered sequences, this would be a) a fairly
infallible test of psi, and b) would be
scientifically recordable to the finest degree.
Subsequently, the ‘Random Number
Generator’ (RNG) tests have produced the
most convincing evidence yet that the mind
operates on levels outside of any of the usual
restrictive parameters conventional science
has superimposed onto it.
It was soon realised that certain individuals
could nudge the otherwise chaotic RNG data
into desired sequences. In his book Entangled
Minds Radin writes:
‘In the PEAR Lab tests, participants tried to
intentionally influence the RNG outputs to
drift above the chance-expected average (they
called this the high aim condition, like aiming
for heads instead of tails), then below chance
(the low aim condition, like aiming for tails),
and then to withdraw their mental intention
entirely to allow the RNGs to behave normally
as the baseline or control condition.
From their experiments, Jahn’s team reached
several conclusions. They found that in all of
their experiments using truly random sources,
like those based on quantum events, the
random outputs tended to match the
directions that the participants intended.
When wishing for high scores the RNG
outputs drifted up, and when wishing for low
scores the RNG outputs drifted down. … This
resulted in odds against chance of 35 trillion

intervals and then compiled. Those results
have been profound. It was quickly observed
that certain collective events - i.e. when many
minds were focused on the same thing at the
same time - were producing notable
divergences from randomness in the RNG
data. The most significant areas of global
focus, such as the death of Princess Diana, the
Boxing Day tsunami of 2004 and, perhaps
inevitably, 9/11, seemed to create the biggest
ripples of all. Even bizarre events like the
unexpected ‘not guilty’ verdict in the original
1995 murder trial of actor O J Simpson
(transmitted live around the world) generated
powerful spikes of coherence in the RNG
output.
What this reveals is that the act of strong
collective focus seems to throw something out
into the wider environment, affecting the
workings of material components, such as
computers. The generation of data coherence
would seem to show that when we think
together, a more ordered universe appears to
result - an encouraging thought. Although a
very subtle effect in the labs, and the
mechanism behind it remains unknown, it has
nonetheless become clear that some process is
at work, quantum, energetic or esoteric, that is
at its most powerful when we are united.
Taking Back Collective Power
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process ensures that we are always being
affected, whether we are aware of civilisation’s
worst excesses or not. Becoming a hermit may
not be the panacea of isolation it appears. If
the collective is being polluted by what certain
elements of humankind put into it, then we are
all sullied on some level. However, the equal
and happier observation is that when we
project positivity and live in ways that offset
darkness, the mechanism must be such that it
cannot do anything but channel that back into
the collective too - an effect that must also
reach the very people trying to enforce their
agendas over the common good.
Perhaps the all-encompassing ‘Force’ in the
Star Wars movies is not so far from the reality
of what we are dealing with, as Rupert
Sheldrake’s ‘morphic resonance’ research also
seems to demonstrate. Certainly, the power of
collective thought would now seem to be a very
real and verifiable effect, one which surely
demands proper exploration.
ANDY THOMAS
Andy Thomas is one of the world’s leading
mysteries researchers and is the author of the
acclaimed The Truth Agenda: Making Sense of
Unexplained Mysteries, Global Cover-Ups and
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The RNG and other psi experiments seem to
reveal a world in which we are incontrovertibly
entangled with each other, bound together by
more than just societal trends. If the Big Bang
theory or all its multiple variations is correct, it
must be the case that every piece of matter in
the universe was once bound together in a
‘singularity’ - before being burst apart in a
massive expansion. As particle physics has
shown, once something is entangled, it is
always entangled, no matter what distance is
introduced. Should we really be surprised,
therefore, at the discovery that we are in a
constant state of instantaneous and non-local
interaction with each other? This at once
vindicates the beliefs of mystics throughout the
ages, and supports the reality of the power of
prayer. Experiments with prayer using groups
and target recipients (chosen groups of
hospital patients, for instance) have shown
positive results of faster recovery above
statistical chance, regardless of which faith or
denomination might be doing the praying. The
RNG experiments give a clue as to how it is
that prayer can be successful. Maybe it is we
ourselves - if also interacting with a larger
universal collective consciousness that we
could recognise as God - who are doing much
of the work, rather than the outcome relying
solely on the intercession of a higher power.
The realisation that working and thinking
together has more than just metaphorical
consequence potentially grants us much power
- but it also gives us great responsibility. If we
could learn fully how the process of collective
consciousness works, it could be used to great
effect - perhaps even to create the Utopia that
humanity has aspired to for centuries.
However, it also reveals to us how easily such a
mechanism could be manipulated for negative
purposes. Maybe it has been deployed against
us all this time. It is widely believed that some
figures in powerful places use occult wisdom
and are drawn to the metaphysical realms.
With a new and wider awareness of the power
of united thinking, could there be a chance to
take back a mechanism that was always
rightfully ours? In this way we could start to
forge a world we actually want, rather than
settling for the pre-packaged and
compromised one we are always handed.
Of course, the implications of a global
consciousness field have mixed consequences,
for it means that however much we may try to
live apart from the big wide world ‘out there’,
we can never truly escape it. The interactive

10 Tips For Spiritual Breakthrough
Simone Craig

1. Follow your heart
Follow the inclinations of your heart.
Your heart has an innate wisdom that
leads you exactly where you long to be.
2. Commitment
Pursue what you long for spiritually,
like your hair on fire. Spiritual teacher,
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10. Devote yourself to what you
Love
Whatever you Love, devote yourself to
it fully. Devotion inspires the
realization that there is no difference
or separation between you and your
Beloved.

H.W.L.Poona, used to ask, “If your
hair is on fire, would you stop to chat
with the people along the path before
putting the fire out?” No! You wouldn’t
even notice the people you were
running by. You would be totally
fixated on putting the fire out. Be
100% committed to discovering what
you want.
3. Pray
Pray from a place of gratitude as if
your prayer has already been
answered.
4. Tell the truth
Most importantly, tell the truth to
yourself. Telling the relative truth to
yourself (ie truth from your
perspective) can eventually result in
the realization of the absolute truth of
being.
5. Willingness
Willingness is key to spiritual
breakthrough. It expands your
capacity to see what must be seen, face
what must be faced, and feel what
must be felt, in order to release old
patterns that seem to be in the way of
spiritual breakthrough.
6. Embrace what has been
avoided
It’s totally understandable to avoid
what causes you to be uncomfortable.
For the purpose of spiritual
breakthrough, instead of avoiding
being uncomfortable – embrace it. In
that, you can find out its divine
message for you. There is a treasure in
the embrace.
7. Meditate
Taking time to be still has numerous
benefits. One of them is insight into
your consciousness and divine nature
that leads to spiritual breakthrough.
8. Surrender
Surrender helps you to see yourself
and your circumstances with greater
clarity. In surrender, you also open
yourself to receiving grace that is
essential for spiritual breakthroughs.
9. Make yourself attractive to
Love
Spiritual breakthrough ultimately
leads to the discovery of pure,
unconditional Love. Love loves itself.
The more loving you are, the more
Love wants to reveal itself to you.

http://simonecraig.com/awak
eonpurpose-abundant/
Oct 14

Danger and Courage
https://fearlesspuppy.org

I’ve lived in several apartment buildings in
America. Many of the neighbors became my
friends while others seemed best to avoid, but
we all took the same elevator.
Jim’s apartment was two doors down from a
woman I lived with briefly back in America.
Jim seemed like someone to avoid. He was
downright strange and appeared to be a few
sandwiches short of a full mental picnic.
His full-time job was to ask everyone else on
the floor to visit him. He waited behind his
apartment’s front doorway to hear the elevator
arriving at our floor. As the elevator door
opened, so did his. A foul, bizarre odour that
would seal a skunk’s nostrils came flowing
from his apartment into the hallway, along
with a “How you doing? Found something
great on the computer videos if you want to
see!”
Everyone would nod politely to him but no one
would go in. Everyone looked at Jim as a
potentially dangerous character, although
each of us had a different idea about what that
danger might be. I thought Jim was relatively
harmless but might start to knock on my door
constantly if I was sociable to him just once.
Ken, in the apartment next to Jim’s, was sure
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their survival threatened when they just read
about a disease.”
Jim became more animated as he responded.
“I thought that covered all the choices too!
Turns out there are definitions of danger we’ve
never considered!”
This conversation happened as soon as I
entered Jim’s door. It was getting harder by
the minute to know if I had put myself in real
or imaginary danger. I couldn’t tell if he was an
actual psychotic or just an unusual fellow—
until he told me his story.
I found out quickly that Jim was very much
more lonely and ill than depraved or
dangerous. He was ill with good reason. He
had been stabbed directly in the heart and
barely escaped death during a mugging
suffered months earlier, before moving into
the building. This episode had some serious
psychological as well as physical side effects, as
could be expected. Jimmy had locked himself
off from a threatening world but was smart
enough to know he had a problem, and
courageous enough to do something about it.
He braved a ferocious fear and threw a line out
to the world every time he opened his door to
invite someone in. Jim prayed that eventually
someone would reel that line in and pull him
back into the world. He had gotten along very
well with that world before his trauma.
The smell from his house turned out to be a
constantly simmering pot of Valerian herb tea.
This guy was smart enough to stay away from
pharmaceutical or illegal drugs. “Valerian root
may smell like a mixture of foot and ass,” Jim
said, “but it’ll calm you down pronto with no
addictiveness or side effects!”
Jim was on disability leave from work. His
groceries were delivered. The isolation left him
with a computer for a best friend. He was on it
more often than not, researching all possible
sources of medical and psychological
knowledge that might help him heal. Jim
hadn’t shaken the severe tweaks out of his
mind yet, but he was certainly working on it.
Jim said, “Look at this!” as he tapped into the
Bookmarks section of his computer and
popped up a video. He pushed the video ahead
to a timing marker that he knew very well. At
55:00 of a video called The Yogis of Tibet, Jim
gave me some information about danger and
courage that stopped my clock.
The punch line that Jim brought me to was an
interview with the Dalai Lama, who was
talking about his conversations with old
Monks and Nuns recently released from

that Jim was evil, crazy, and gay. He thought
there was a very real danger of getting
chloroformed and cornholed in Jim’s lair. (No
one visited Ken much either.) Kathy, next door
to me, said, “He could be a lunatic or even a
rapist!”
As my brief romance was waning and it
became clear that the end was near, I started
seeing Jim as less of a threat. He never did
seem like a chloroforming, cornholing, lunatic
rapist to me—and it now seemed I wouldn’t be
living in the building long enough for him to
become much of a nuisance.
I decided to brave the minimal danger and go
in to Jim’s home at his next invitation. My
guess was that he didn’t have any human body
parts in the freezer, although the smell coming
from his apartment was so bad it could have
been fried colon wrapped in two-week jogger
socks.
My visit turned out to be an education. Jim
taught me more about danger and courage in
an hour than I had learned about those things
in a lifetime.
For the hundredth time, I got out of the
elevator and heard, “How you doing? Found
something great on the computer videos if you
want to see!”
I shocked both of us by saying “Sure, Jim. But
I haven’t got long.”
“Fafafafine,” he stuttered.
The cleanliness of his apartment surprised me.
“How would you define the word danger,
Ten?” he asked.
Jim obviously hadn’t polished his social skills
in a while. He didn’t realize that such an
opening line might send a red flag up in an
already suspicious visitor’s mind. Being a little
unnerved by the question, I chattered too
much of an answer.
“Well, Jim, everyone’s got a different thing
that they are scared of and consider
dangerous. Some things are obvious, like a car
bearing down on you or a guy shooting a gun
at you. Everybody sees that as danger! Then
there are things particular to each individual
depending on their situation. A wife feels
danger to her home because her husband is
unfaithful. A person feels the danger of death
after being diagnosed with a terminal disease.
Then there are a lot of things people think very
dangerous that don’t even exist. It may be that
most of the things people think are dangerous
don’t really exist in their lives at all! That’d be
something like a wife feeling danger although
her husband is faithful, or a person feeling
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qualities can be.
There’s no shortage of help in the world,
amigos.
There may be a teacher waiting for you around
the next corner.
It could be the very next person who says hello.
Once you make sure there are no human body
parts in the freezer and that the smell is
nothing worse than an herb, you might find
that your very own neighbor has a good story
for you!

twenty years of captivity in Chinese prison
camps.
The Dalai Lama described the incredibly brutal
conditions, as the victims themselves had
recounted those conditions to him. Some
prisoners were made to break rocks until their
arms literally withered. Torture, sleep
deprivation, and many other severe
persecutions were commonplace. The systemic
cruelty was heightened by near-starvation.
Prisoners were given a small ball of barley
flour for the daily meal. The older Monks
would sometimes give their food to the
younger Monks in the hopes of strengthening
those younger Monks’ chances of lengthy
survival.
The Dalai Lama said, “I asked the old Monk
about his experience. He told that on a few
occasions he faced some danger, and I asked
him what kind of danger—figuring he must be
talking about fear for his very life. The old
Monk answered, ‘A few times during that
twenty years I felt in danger of losing
compassion for the Communist Chinese prison
guards.’ ”
“Love thy enemy” is an important part of
Buddhist ideology. The old Monk embodied
this ideal with a power so massive that it
shattered all my ideas about danger and
rebuilt all my misconceptions about courage.
I had avoided Jim for months. I never
expected to be in this potentially dangerous
person’s company at all, and Jim certainly
never seemed like a person to seek any ground
breaking wisdom or chill provoking realization
from. But what he showed me about danger
and courage, by way of his personal example as
well as his video, was as powerful and valuable
as any insight from a Wisdom Professional.
I may have helped him by making that first
visit, but he paid me back with interest.
We had a few more visits before I left that
apartment building. Jim had some more good
videos to show me.
One day, I invited him to leave the security of
his apartment and enter the guaranteed safety
of mine. Jim hesitated and twitched a bit
before he realized that the time had finally
come to step out past the door. He watched a
video with my soon-to-be-ex and me.
We’ve lost touch since but last I heard Jim and
my ex were very happy together. He was back
at work. Since meeting Jim, I have been
studying up on how to be less judgmental and
more understanding of people. Both Jim and
his video taught me how valuable those

Doug (Ten) Rose

www.fearlesspuppy.info
***If you missed the Introduction to the book
that will be titled Temple Dog Soldier and
contain the above chapters, or would like to
see several other chapters that are available for
free online, go to the Puppy website Blog
section at www.fearlesspuppy.info (If you only
have time for a bit, scroll down 6 or 7 pieces to
the most important bit. It is titled What I Have
Learned So Far.) This is a book in progress.
You are reading it as it is being created! Just
like you, I don’t know what the next chapter is
going to be about until it is written. As the
Intro will tell you, this is a totally true story—
and probably the only book ever written about
a dead man’s journey around the world!
***The books Fearless Puppy On American
Road and Reincarnation Through Common
Sense by this same author are also available
through the www.fearlesspuppy.info website,
as are sample chapters from those books. Very
entertaining tv/radio interviews with, and
newspaper articles about, the author are also
available there. There is no charge for anything
but the complete books! All author profits
from book sales will be donated to help
sponsor an increase in the number of wisdom
professionals on Earth, beginning with but
certainly not exclusive to Buddhist monks and
nuns.
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demonstrated fact of non-locality. But how
does the one half know what it’s other half is
doing? The answer seems to be some sort of
energetic entanglement at the quantum level
with an omniscient and omnipresent field of
information which is ‘just there’.

Distance Healing Possible
through “Spooky Action at a
Distance”
By Evelyn Brodie
It is common these days to find ‘energy
healers’ advertising distance healing to people
that are unable to attend a therapist in person.
Sceptics have frequently dismissed such claims
as impossible and hence fraudulent. Even
those making them could only ask for clients’
trust, without being able to provide any logical
or scientific explanation.
In the last few years however, new discoveries
from quantum mechanics have validated the
existence of ‘non-locality’ as it’s called at the
microcosmic level and a mountain of
experiential evidence about the impact of
distance healing is accumulating to verify it at
the macrocosmic level.
Quantum mechanics and the
holographic universe
One of the reasons that these discoveries are
not better known is that the physics is
intellectually difficult and non-rational and the
conclusions fly in the face of our everyday
experience of ‘reality’. Professor Richard
Feynman, a pioneer of quantum mechanics
who won the Nobel Prize in Physics in 1965, is
quoted as stating, ‘I think I can safely say that
nobody understands quantum mechanics.’ (1)
Even Albert Einstein, the father of general
relativity theory, denounced quantum physics
as
a flawed theory in 1935, saying it inferred
bizarre and nonsensical concepts such as
‘spooky
action at a distance’, (2) whereby particles
could somehow ‘communicate’
instantaneously with each other over vast
distances. This
seemed to contradict Einstein’s theory that
nothing could travel faster than light, hence he
concluded that quantum physics had to be
wrong.
In the last few decades however, some of the
most modern and technologically advanced
experiments conducted in linear accelerators
have proved Einstein wrong and quantum
physics correct.
Simplistically, if you split a particle and put
one part say in the Stanford Linear Accelerator
and the other part in the CERN facility, then
when you change the direction of spin on one
part of the particle, the other part also,
simultaneously, changes direction. That is the

A metaphor that was coined by Professor
David Bohm is that of the ‘holographic
universe’. If a hologram is smashed into
millions of pieces, each piece contains the
whole picture but from a different perspective.
This holographic universe or entangled field of
information is now being given many names
by different branches of science and medicine,
such as the knowing field, the info-realm, the
collective consciousness, the Akashic field.
Metaphysically it has traditionally been called
God or Brahman or Allah.
Non-locality finally starts to explain how each
one of us as a piece of the holographic universe
is capable of accessing all the information that
exists ‘out there’ so long as our brains can ‘tune
in’ at the right frequency, just as you need a
light source vibrating at the right frequency to
read a hologram.
Dr. Larry Dossey’s
Three Eras of Healing
Dr. Larry Dossey in the USA describes three
eras of healing. Era I is the now old-fashioned
Western model which believes the body is
simply a mechanism and the only solutions are
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For most people, accessing the info-realm is
most easily achieved through experiences such
as meditation or plant medicines. And access
brings us new ways of healing ourselves,
physically and emotionally, giving us much
greater control over our own health and
destinies than many of us have been
conditioned to believe.
Many healers are also able to access the
info-realm and this work outside conventional
space and time is what the traditional shamans
have been doing for centuries. One interesting
observation that emerged from the work of
Robert Beck (5) as far back as the 1960s, is
that healers’ brains appear to operate in a
particular electromagnetic frequency range
which is in alignment with the frequency of the
Earth’s magnetic field. Church reports Beck’s
work as follows. ‘The Earth resonates at an
average frequency of 7.8Hz, while the
dominant brainwave frequency of sensitives,
such as shamans and healers, comes close to
7.83Hz, and may, at times, beat in phase with
the Earth’s signal, thereby causing harmonic
resonance...They appear to be tapping into a
universal frequency that is implicated in
healing, and is effective regardless of the
belief structure of the healer.’ (6)
So distance healing seems to involve the healer
entering into an altered state of consciousness
that allows access to the info-realm and
connection or entanglement with the client
through that universal energy field.
Just because distance healing can work of
course doesn’t imply it always will work. As
with attending a healer in person it is essential
to pick someone that you feel drawn to and
trust. Neuroscience tells us that mirroring the
neuronal pathways of a grounded and
empathic therapist is one of the keys to helping
traumatised clients, so the client-therapist
relationship is crucial whether in person or at
a distance.

physical or pharmacological.
Era II, which is gradually becoming the
accepted norm, derives from the work of
psychoneuroimmunologists and
neuroscientists and admits there is memory in
cells
throughout the body, not just in the brain. It
accepts the psychosomatic effects of one’s own
consciousness on one’s own body. This allows
us to have a highly significant influence over
our physical and emotional health through our
thoughts and beliefs.
Era III is where the mind is described as
“nonlocal” and unconfined by either space or
time. It recognises that our non-local mind
may affect healing both within and between
people. Non-contact and distance healing
become possible with non-local mind, as do
healings backwards and forwards in time (for
instance working with past lives or the
ancestors.)
Evidence
Just as linear accelerators have proven the
existence of non-locality at the quantum level,
Dossey and others have been working to
collect the evidence that proves the existence
of non-locality at the mind level.
In Healing Beyond the Body, he reports the
results of many meta analyses of Era III
medicines. (3) For instance, studies conducted
over two decades at the Princeton Engineering
Anomalies Research Laboratory show that
non-local awareness operates through time as
well as through space, showing odds against
chance of one hundred billion to one that
mentally sent images chosen at random from a
computer data bank, are actually perceived by
the ‘receiver’ precognitively up to several days
before being sent and before being selected by
the computer.
The Soul Medicine Institute has set up the first
international database of energy psychology
case histories. It is peer reviewed and
conforms to the Consort Standards and the
Standards of the National Institutes of Health.
In a book based on the results reported to the
Institute (4), Dawson Church and Norman
Shealy, M.D., Ph.D. document over one
hundred scientific studies, and dozens of
medically verified “miraculous” cures, that
demonstrate the power of thought, prayer and
belief.
Hundreds more similar reports are now
available and the bibliography to my book lists
a number of useful sources of this research.
Implications

(1) Hawking, Stephen and Leonard Mlodinow.
2010. The Grand Design p.74 London, UK:
Bantam Press.
(2) Letter from Einstein to Max Born, 3 March
1947; The Born-Einstein Letters;
Correspondence between Albert Einstein and
Max and Hedwig Born from 1916 to 1955,
Walker, New York, 1971. (cited in M. P.
Hobson; et al. Quantum Entanglement and
Communication Complexity (1998). pp. 1/13.)
(3) Dossey, Dr., Larry. 2009. Healing Beyond
the Body pp 221 -25 London, UK: Piatkus
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Books.
(4) Shealy, M.D., Ph.D., Norman and Church
Ph.D., Dawson 2008. Soul Medicine:
Awakening your Inner Blueprint for Abundant
Health
and Energy USA: Energy Psychology Press.
(5) Beck, Roberts. 1986. Mood modification
with ELF magnetic fields: A preliminary
exploration p.4 Archaues.
(6) Church Ph.D., Dawson. 2007. The Genie
in Your Genes, Epigenetic Medicine and the
New Biology of Intention pp 102-103
Llandeilo, U.K.: Cygnus Books.

being the four lines coming in on you from the
ley system.” Plug in. Ask for the column of
light to come down upon you. Put it into
narrow focus in your crown chakra. It will soon
become an automatic discipline that you can
flip in an instant. Above all, say, “God, please
help me to do this correctly.” It helps get
things into perspective, and it is not
blasphemous to say the Holy Spirit is
intelligent. Very often you may find healings
occur without your understanding. As I said
before, healing is a sacred science. It requires
our constant reverence, love and the right
degree of humility, combined with certainty
confidence and total self-control. This is not to
detract in any way from trance healers. They
often, acting as a channel for discarnate beings
to act through them. They are highly effective.
In this state of heightened awareness start to
visualise, to build in your consciousness the
idea of the sick person re-vitalised, and
transmit that idea to the person. Consciously
draw in the vital energy from the ley system,
and draw down the column of light the cosmic
energy. Mix it in the solar plexus chakra and
then visualise it passing through the arms to
the sick person, because visualisation causes
the energy to run. The creation of the idea in
the continuum of consciousness is the trigger
that produces a measurable result. You will
feel the result with your hands when you have
finished.
Do you need to lay hands on a person?
Technically not, but I always feel that human
touch is psychologically important. It creates
human warmth, it helps to create the
suggestion and if one healed simply by saying
nothing and looking at the person, omitting
energy through the eyes, a lot of people would
feel cheated, mystified, and may indeed put
themselves into a negative state which is
nonreceptive.
Often, they will say that they feel intense heat
coming from the hands of the healer.
Where should we lay hands? Again, it doesn’t
matter too much. It may be on top of the head,
on the shoulders. I find I like to stand sideways
onto the person, putting a hand just below the
solar plexus and the other, the right hand, in
the small of the back.
The solar plexus is the part in the energy body
the Oriental’s call the HARA, the epicentre, the
pivotal point, and I do feel that whatever we
do, that’s were vital energy enters the system
anyway, so one might as well put one’s hands
there in the first place. As you do it, visualise it
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Reiki Master and a craniosacral therapist,
helping clients to release trauma, stress,
depression, physical illness and limiting
beliefs. Previously she was an economist,
financial broadcast journalist working for the
BBC, Sky News, CNBC and Bloomberg, and an
executive communications consultant. She
tells the full story of the u-turn in her beliefs
and way of living in her book, ‘Corporate
Bitch to Shaman - A journey uncovering
the links between 21st century science,
consciousness and the ancient healing
practices'.
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Giving Vital Energy
Colin Bloy

Once you have determined that the sick person
at least needs a general boost, put yourself into
an Alpha state. Get rid of all the extraneous
chatter and the daily personality, it’s irrelevant
now, and concentrate solely on the job in hand.
Identify totally with the sick person.
Visualise! That is to say, “See in your inner
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they originally represented. Thus, the joys of
early Christianity were lost, the Church
hierarchy was formalised, and lay people were
excluded from talking to God and the angels
on their own account. It could only be done,
from that time on, through the intermediary of
the priesthood. This gives more political
control.
Whereas early Christianity had no difficulty,
indeed was welcomed by the natural religions
of the Celts, it became a matter of state policy
to exclude the laity from all direct contact with
the subtle.
Thus, dragons had to be changed. Instead of a
swirling vortex of vital fiery energy waiting to
be channelled constructively through the rod
of higher consciousness into individuals and
communities, Christian saints, angels and
archangels were held to kill dragons stonedead
with their spears and swords. It was
symbolic of destroying the heathen religion.
and appears in this way in Christian
iconography.
In fact, the dragon really is the raw vertical
spiral energy of the earth. Dowsers will find it
as a spiral in these places, and in most cases,
the spiral straightens out into a ley line and
enters the community in a vitalising way. But it
is put into a constructive mode by the
hyperconsciousness of man.
Healers plug into the ley-system, (which is the
structured form of dragon energy), draw it in
from the earth and give it further structure by
mixing it with cosmic energy, and the two act
as the vehicle for the transmission of a new
idea of health to a sick person.
I saw the true nature of this in a photograph of
the clairvoyant lady of San Damiano, Italy,
who had the visions of the Virgin Mary. The
dark earth energy was entering the lower part
of her body, and the white cosmic energy was
illuminating the crown chakra, streaming
backwards as the lady walked along. If she had
been stationary the cosmic energy, I believe,
would have been vertical. Also, on the photo, I
was able to discern two white energy “wings”
emerging from her shoulders. These energy
wings appear on people, and may be felt, in the
dowsing mode with the hands. What they
indicate is that you are in what may be termed
the saintly state, and the energy of the heart
chakra, which is the seat of the sentiments, is
transmuted upwards to produce these wings.
However pure the sentiment or emotions may
be, certain healers may not be capable of pure
love for certain people. They tend to be

running through the whole organism of the
sick person, see every organ throbbing with
new life, the nervous system functioning
efficiently, with healthy blood running
smoothly around the body- go on, give it to
them! And anything else you can think of.
Perfect the idea of the person in mind body
and spirit.
What is the difference between cosmic energy
and ley energy? Cosmic energy, as I said
earlier, is the Holy Spirit, Mana, Prana,
whatever. When it is photographed it appears
white. It’s essential to healing, for it is that
within which we make new ideas.
Ley energy may also be held to be earth
energy, the basic vital energy of our globe that
comes spiralling out of certain parts of the
earth, tree circles, springs, earth faults, head of
valleys, certain earth temples deliberately
constructed by man. There are many on the
chalk downs in Sussex and Kent, because the
soft rolling downs don’t have sharp enough
clefts for the dragon to get out. Stone-Age man
understood both these energies, his
monuments show it.
The spiral earth energy is the basis of all
dragon myths in all cultures. It certainly is in
China, and they refer specifically to ley lines as
dragon lines and certain types of mountain
formation as azure dragons, from which
energy comes. I have had the pleasure of
dowsing around the Ming tombs near Peking,
which are organised in this way quite
specifically.
The Chinese placate their dragons, they think
if properly treated they bring good fortune and
health.
In the West, we treat our dragons badly. We
kill them. However, I believe this is a Christian
ecclesiastical overlay to hide a truth of preChristian religion. Our dragons are held to be
evil, and indeed in some Christian myth
represent Pagan religion itself.
When Christianity moved in as the state
religion of Imperial Rome, many things were
changed to suit the needs of the state. The
Council of Nicaea in 325AD was held at the
diktat of Constantine, and the Christian
bishops clearly told what the state required of
them. Thus, four gospels out of some thirty
were decided to be canonical, parts of them
obviously doctored, and Christianity became
Romanised.
This state religion, it therefore became an
institution, and all human institutions tend to
place their own survival higher than the truth
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selective, whereas true love from the spirit is
even handed. True spiritual love is
unsentimental. That may sound a bit cold, but
it is true. It’s one of the reasons healers have
difficulty in healing people close to them,
particularly wives and sweethearts, blood
relatives and so on. The sentimental
attachment we have for such people prevents
us from even handedness that creates that
dissociation in higher consciousness which
permits the greater clarity in visualisation. It’s
often better to send your loved ones to other
healers you trust.
I really do get the best results with people I’ve
never met before. I have no emotional
complications with them. Thus, I can be totally
objective.
John Leslie always replied when somebody
asked him whether their healing would be
successful. “What’s done, is done,” which
would leave some mystified. What he meant
was that a healing, for best results, should be a
self-contained integral act. Once it was over,
that was it. It shouldn’t even be discussed on a
questioning basis.
You should not pick at it. “I wonder if that
person was healed. Wouldn’t it be nice if they
got better.” If you have done your job properly,
then there is no more you can do, and it’s an
old rule in spiritual science, not to discuss an
operation or even think about it, lest you start
to unpick the warp and weft of the idea you
have created in pure consciousness.
Get on with the next one. Do not worry
whether it worked or not. “What’s done is
done.” The more we dissociate, the more
effectively we can work. That’s why the
expression “sub rose” exists.
Once you have mastered the foregoing, you are
a spiritual healer. There really is a lot of good
you can do simply at that level. In Salamanca,
in one treatment, just by boosting the person’s
general energy field, a young man who had
been in a wheelchair for two years after an
accident was walking within a week, with no
further pain. So, you need not necessarily go
into the rest of this business to perform useful
things for people, but I hope you do read on,
because now it really starts to become quite
technical, and more fascinating.
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Reality, Human Energies and our
Matrix Earth
By Marion Matthews
The true nature of our reality is of endless
fascination to me. This is particularly true
when looking at, as human beings, the
question of who and what we really are. Are
we, and the world, our Earth, that we live on,
what they seem to be? The answer is of
course, on one level, yes. That is not the whole
story however. Reality is in practice multi
layered. We are just seeing one strand of it.
The strand we actually think we see and feel,
though, is in some senses not the whole story.
For instance, we appear to be inhabiting a
physical world, Earth. This is located in a
physical universe so large and mysterious that
science has yet to find its limits. We walk and
live on this physical planet and see other
creatures, plants animals and buildings around
us. We also feel we are warm blooded beings
made of flesh and blood and bones, walking
about and interacting with this world. On one
level this is, of course correct. The truth of the
matter is though, at base, that this solidity is
an illusion. We and all around us, are nothing
more than energy beings living in an energy
matrix. How can this be possible? Well, to
understand this we have to look at the
underlying structure of ourselves and the
world around us.
Universal structure
On purely a scientific basis, every one of the
substances from which we, and the universe
around us, every solid, liquid and gas, are
formed from different atoms in combination.
Atoms are one of the basic building blocks of
all matter on Earth and in the universe. Once
thought indivisible, it is now known that they
are themselves constructed from fundamental
particles, protons, electrons, neutrons plus
some other really strange and exotic particles.
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Atomic Structure
Protons and neutrons form the core or nucleus
of the atom, and much smaller electrons
continually wiz around it. Although these
particles look like little solid balls in the
illustration above, this is in practice not true.
These electrons, protons etc. are themselves
nothing more than parcels of vibrating
energies in different combinations. They are
held together because the positive charge of
the protons in the nucleus is equal to the
negative charge of the orbiting waves of
electrons. So we, and the Earth, really are just
constructed from vibrating energy parcels
(quanta). Not only that but this reasonably
substantial looking atom its self somewhat of
an illusion. Over 99.4% of its mass resides in
the core, or nucleus. It, and therefore we, are
mostly empty space. Why does everything
look solid and separate then? The answer lies
in the strong electrical bonds of the atom. The
more complex elements have more protons
and electrons therefore greater forces hold
them together. So it is a question of relative
vibrating densities. We can walk through
simple oxygen but not through rock. We can sit
on chairs because they are made from more
dense materials than us. At base though, this
solidity is an illusion.
Even our thoughts and emotions, originating
from our physical brain, can be reduced to
biochemical energies. We are actually beings of
pure energy, beings of light.
The scientific energy matrix
Not only are we just energy, but we are energy
beings living in an energy matrix. Different
types of energy flow through everything and
hold all of creation together. We live in a
heliosphere, bathing in energy and protection
from the sun. Atomic, electromagnetic, nuclear
force and gravity all contribute to holding the
universe together and allowing it to function.
Some of these energies are scientifically
recognised.
Magnetic-The core of the Earth is like a giant
electromagnet. Lines of magnetic energy flow
through the Earth and out into space. Earth
has a magnetic North and South pole. We also
sit in the heliosphere. That is the vast
magnetic bubble emanating from the sun,
encompassing most of the solar system as far
out as Pluto.

Earth’s magnetic fields
Gravity- A natural phenomena that means all
bodies with mass are attracted to each other.
This holds us and everything on to the Earth,
and allows us to live on its surface.
Atomic-this refers to the energies within the
atoms. Vital for our universe. Our sun, and all
the stars are nuclear furnaces synthesizing
complex matter from hydrogen. Realising the
energy from this process gives us the light that
streams out from the sun and allows us to live
and function on Earth.
The alternative energy matrix
There are many energies in our matrix,
though, that are just as vital but are not
necessarily measurable by current science.
Ley lines- These are lines of earth energies
that circle the globe, connecting important and
sacred sites such as Stonehenge, the Egyptian
Pyramids, and the Great Wall of China. Some
people believe that these meet at various
intersecting points forming a grid or matrix.
These energies can be detected by dowsing,
and although science can be very doubtful
about their existence, they are very real.
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Earth energy matrix
Subtle or spirit energy- This is something
we all have, encased in our physical body,
detectable though the aura that surrounds us
all, but few can see. All living things have this.
This our spirit body, some say our blue print.
The subtle body works alongside the physical
body to maintain and heal and itself is
multilayered. It is this that many healers use in
their
healing. The top layer is said to reach up to the
godhead or source. It is powered though points
called chakras (or wheels) rotating energy
portals on the human body which pull down
energy from an energy source available to us
all. This is called the universal energy stream.
Some healers use adjustment of these energies
to balance and heal.
Layers of the subtle body
Energy beings in an energy matrix
To conclude, the reality of our universe is that
that we are nothing but beings made of
vibrating parcels of energy. This is true of all
we see around us, including our planet Earth.
On one level our seeming solidity is just an
illusion. We are beings made of light.
Our existence is lived out in an energy matrix.
The universe seethes with energy forces such
as electromagnetic, gravitational and atomic
energy. These are known to science. There are
also other matrixes such as Earth energies and
spirit energy which are not known to science
but are very real. These work together to form
the grid in which we exist. There may be other
matrixes there also that we are not yet aware
of. These in combination allow us to live, and
thrive, on Earth. But remember, at base,
whatever the apparent big picture of reality, we
are nothing more than beings of light
inhabiting a world of light. We are the
energies.
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The Light That Shines From Within
David Starlyte

TV blaring the “false” news from across the
globe, social media screaming out events of
friends and workmates, text messages
bubbling over and missed calls on mobile
phones...to the sounds of thunderous traffic
outside, engines blurring, honking – where is
the peace?
Is this life – how is it supposed to be?
Who are “we” really in the midst of this
cacophony of distractions?
Traditionally narcissists, particularly of the
male variety have been rewarded consistently
for their hard-nosed bullying, abuse (often
sexual), control, and fear-based suppression of
others. This control and domination is starting
to break down as seen by a series of revelations
coming out of the planet's entertainment hub
that is Hollywood.
The counter to this is transparency, fairness,
justice, equality, and mostly kindness and
compassion.
Those politically or physically weaker
(traditionally women and children) and those
of a different race group to the white European

Marian writes about many of the different
aspects that make up our reality.
To learn more check out
www.marianmatthews.com or Facebook page
Aspects of Reality.
Contact her on 7aspects@gmail.com for more
details.
Book Aspects of Reality- a user’s guide to the
universe from www.archivepublishing.co.uk
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elite, are starting to speak up and demand that
their voices are heard. Justice is the liberation
of all of our hearts.
When one person suffers, we all carry that
burden as a collective. The collective
unconsciousness of the world is saying
“enough is enough.”
Animals and nature too are also crying out to
be heard. Will we hear their suffering and
learn from their wisdom?
The domination of nature and its animal souls
is merely a continuation of the suppression of
those other than the power-brokers and mostly
male elite class.
Yet, we are all involved in this injustice.
Beyond the noise...
Inside each person's life is a personal bubble.
It can be highly developed, differentiated and
with (hopefully) strong and clear boundaries.
Now for the purposes of a visualisation, turn
off any digital devices, (phone, radio,
television+) and imagine...
You are sitting, or lying down in your regular
personal space. With your mind, take yourself
one step back and visualise the building, house
or dwelling you're in, surrounded by your
village, town, or city.
And then take another step further away into
the distance until you can make out your
country, and even further away, continent. If
you keep going beyond, you will be see the
whole beautiful planet Earth, splendid
continents surrounded by oceans and the polar
ice-caps at the top and bottom. This is your
home. Rest and abide in stillness, in
compassion, in understanding of the vastness
and complexity of all existence and how
magically inter-woven it all is.
Now come back to your immediate
surroundings, contracting from greater to
smaller as you contain yourself more and more
into a single element (personhood). Welcome
back!

To make sense of the world, creating a
personal space bubble that is elegant, clean,
peaceful, harmonious and cheerful is essential.
The drama in the world represents merely
growing pains on a collective level. Whether
the suffering may seem overwhelming, it is all
a symphony that is bringing us closer to
awareness. It is not to condone violence and
inhumanity to each other and cruelty to
animals and plant-life, it is just to rise above
the drama and see things from a higher
perspective.
We are all connected to the Oneness that is
life. We are not separate although it seems we
are. The whole is deeper than the ocean, more
endless than the sky. Peace is in the harmony,
and in the infinite nature of the whole, the
perfect composition of different elements.
When in doubt, remember to sing the song of
the butterfly for “Nothing can dim the light
that shines from within.” (Maya Angelou.) If
that seems utopian or dreamy, simplify. A
butterfly has to struggle to emerge from being
a chrysalis. The struggle builds strength in its
wings. Once it can break through its cocoon, its
magical wings will allow it to fly. If the
chrysalis is unable to break through the casing
on its own, it will shrivel and die. This is what
is happening now on an individual and
planetary level.
We are awakening. All of what is happening
has innate lessons and is unfolding in just the
right way to show us something – to help us to
learn, to see things for how they are – to
understand.
Consciousness is rising. Gradually, people are
becoming increasingly aware of the confusion,
paradoxes, corruption and deception inherent
within the system. The hierarchy that is based
on a pyramid of power is becoming more
tenuous as those in the elite are having their
reputations called into question. The greater
the transparency in all spheres of life, the more
we can understand, act with wisdom and
compassion, and create better solutions for all
of humanity.
Our Source is pure spirit, free, eternal,
peaceful, blissful, and inherently creative.
Remember what is was to be birthed into the
world, an innocent child awakened to limitless
possibilities, creation and the joy of being a
child of God.
The rest is separation.
All our challenges come down to the false
perception that we are separate from Source,
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that we are somehow “not enough,” “less
than,” “incomplete,” “not worthy,” “not good
enough.”
We are not separate from Source. Look within
to see. Marcus Aurelius called the inner world
a “fountain of good.”
The musician Alanis Morissette writes: “the
truth of who we are is innate goodness, and the
whole journey is really about removing any
obstacle or false belief that keeps us from
knowing that.”
In consciousness, we are whole and complete.
Keep honing this awareness, and coming back
to its purity and simplicity. As a wellspring of
nourishment, it is this goodness that sustains
us.
What is important to innate goodness? What
would innate goodness do now? Simplify.
With sincere wishes and blessings of goodness
for all beings over the holiday season.
Expect Magic!
David ZENON Starlyte (ND) ♥
FACEBOOK:
https://www.facebook.com/iamstarlyte

creative life. I have decided that, while I may
not be living a creative life 100% of the time, I
am living a creative life in my own way. I have
changed what I do to earn money to being an
Intuitive, a Live Coach and an author from
being a practicing attorney. I write many days
of the week, even if it is “only” Facebook and
LinkedIn posts. I knit. I do make some art
from time to time.
One of the things that I like about this book is
her talking about showing up and being
persistent at whatever you are doing to live
your creative life. She talks about fierce trust,
which I might call practicing radical ambiguity
and radical persistence. That is, doing
whatever you do and putting it out in the world
no matter what, time after time.
Gilbert also writes about living a life of what
she calls martyr energy or living a life in sync
with trickster energy. She lists the differences
between Martyr and Trickster energies on
pages 222 – 223 of the book. Please bear with
me as I now give you a longish quote from the
book:
“Martyr energy is dark, solemn, macho,
hierarchical, fundamentalist, austere,
unforgiving, and profoundly rigid.
Trickster energy is light, sly, transgender,
transgressive, animist, seditious, primal, and
endlessly shapeshifting.
***
Martyr says: ‘Life is pain.’
Trickster says: ‘Life is interesting.’
***
Martyr says: ‘The system is rigged against
all that is good and sacred.’
Trickster says: ‘There is no system,
everything is good, and nothing is sacred.’
****
Martyr always ends up dead in a heap of
broken glory, while Trickster trots off to enjoy
another day.
Martyr = Sir Thomas More.
Trickster = Bugs Bunny.”
Well, actually those of us in the “new world”
would possibly suggest that Trickster = Coyote
as well as Bugs. I do understand Elizabeth
Gilbert choosing to use Bugs as a metaphor.
He was sly, funny, and always managed to live
to see another day. Plus Bugs might be better
known world-wide than Coyote.

WEB: http://davidstarlyte.com
BLOG:
http://www.beliefnet.com/columnists/healing
andtransformation
SKYPE: davidstarlyte
"One’s destination is never a place, but a new
way of seeing things." ~ Henry Miller ~
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Living a Life of Big Magic:
Embracing Trickster Energy
By Kathryn Samuelson
It seems that a fair amount of my writing lately
has been inspired by Elizabeth Gilbert’s book,
Big Magic. Yes, I know many people did not
like Eat Pray Love, but I find myself talking
about and recommending Big Magic. This
book is about curiosity, creativity and
persistence in the way that you live. And, while
it is true that much of the focus is on writing, it
is about much more than being a book aimed
at inspiring writers. She uses writing because
that is what she does. The writing life and how
she approaches it is a metaphor for living life
creatively. Her aim though is for everyone to
live a creative life of Big Magic in their own
way—or at least that is the way I perceive her
intention.
I have been thinking about whether I live a
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Farmer says that Coyote can help you with
ideas and creative solutions.
Ah, here we are back to living the creative life.
Looking for the lessons in the midst of chaos
and turmoil. Looking at things from a different
perspective—pulling on the blanket to see what
happens. Turning things upside down just to
see what shakes out. Letting go and continuing
on.
I think I am much happier having decided to
follow where life has led me than continuing
on in a profession that provided a decent
living, but meaning I was working in situations
that were enervating if not downright toxic.
I would much rather be Bugs or Coyote than a
Martyr. Surely being Bugs or Coyote is much
more fun and you get to move on from failures
and successes alike to the next thing. To keep
on with what interests you, what you find
humorous, enlightens you and brings joy.
Kathryn Samuelson, as an intuitive, channels
your angels and guides who are delighted to
connect with you, and who are uniquely suited
to answer your questions and address your
concerns. She can receive information as to
who your angels and guides are, as well as
receiving information for you about family,
health, job and career, and life path among
other issues and concerns. In her life coaching
practice, she welcomes all clients, but
specializes in helping those who are
undergoing a transition in their lives—whether
it is a move, a job or career change, a loss of
some type, or some other transition issue. She
was certified as a life coach in 2007 by the
University of New Hampshire. Kathryn is the
author of Opening the Heart: Meditations on
How to Be, which she created with her friend,
Linda Lewis. For more information:
www.kathrynsamuelson.com,
klsamuelson@yahoo.com, or 781-799-7332.
Opening the Heart is available on
amazon.com, barnesandnoble.com and
through her website. It is available in a paper
version, or in I-Book, Kindle and Nook e-book
versions.

Coyote, a small canid native to North America,
is found in legends and myths throughout the
cultures of what I believe in Canada are called
the First Peoples and in the US as Native
Americans. For those who are reading this and
are not from North America, this is a picture of
the coyote taken from the Wikipedia article on
coyotes:
Coyote, in myth, has been described as a wily
trickster. The Wikipedia article says: “The
coyote is a prominent character in Native
American folklore (Southwestern United
States and Mexico), usually depicted as a
trickster that alternately assumes the form of
an actual coyote or a man. As with other
trickster figures, the coyote acts as a
picaresque
hero which rebels against social convention
through deception and humor.”
Coyote has also alternately been described as a
god and a creator of life as well as a glutton.
(See book review of the book Coyote in the
Tucson Weekly

http://www.tucsonweekly.com/tucson/a
nimalsannotated/Content?oid=107809
5.
The review notes a part of the book where the
author, Lauray Yule, describes how coyotes
partner with badgers to hunt. I think this is an
example of creativity at work.
In one myth that I read about, Coyote could
not stand the orderly placement of the stars on
the blanket of heaven, so Coyote pulled on the
blanket until the stars settled back down on
the blank in a mess. That is surely trickster
energy.
Steven Farmer’s entry for Coyote in his book
Animal Spirit Guides also shows the
playful, trickster energy of Coyote. One of
things
that Coyote means if he shows up is “lighten
up, your taking yourself or things too
seriously.” Coyote means adjusting and
adapting.

June16
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When we consciously make an effort to clear
away, recycle, remove excess baggage in our
physical surroundings we are opening our
subconscious to the appearance of space,
allowing us room to breathe, space to bring
and breathe something new into all areas of
our lives.

Clear out the Clutter and
Bring in the Bling!
By Joanne Fildew
How much baggage do you carry?

Make the decision to remove and clear excess
in your physical surroundings, be ready and
open to accepting change and allow the Bling
into your life!
Now more than ever are we being awarded an
opportunity to grow and manifest spiritually at
an incredibly accelerated rate. Don't let your
excess baggage leave you with no room in the
overhead locker!
Jo
x
February 12

Are you one of those people that just have to be
surrounded by 'stuff', or are you happy to
chuck out the clutter and be ready to embrace
the all brand spanking new?

2012 and Beyond Or
What’s going to happen after 2012?

Our surroundings hold symbolism and will be
interpreted in both conscious and
subconscious form.

By Jude Currivan

Spending your time at home living in a house
surrounded by clutter, squashed onto the
settee amongst books, a weeks worth of old
Newspapers, crisp packets, chocolate
wrappers, not to mention yesterday’s socks,
just quite frankly isn't ideal!
We're always being told its’ emotional, mental
baggage that needs to be removed so that we
can move onwards and upwards spiritually. So
make a start in the home or work place and
make that decision to clear room, make space
and be ready to translate that into the other
areas of your life.

As the notion of 2012 being somehow
important began to become more widely
known over the last few years and with a great
deal of confusion around its significance, I’ve
been asked these questions numerous times.

When we cling on, we are resisting change, and
holding on to the Devil you know, but perhaps
the Devil you don't is an Angel in disguise?!
Change is the only true constant in life.
Everything is continuously moving, turning,
evolving.

Until recently, I’ve tended to answer both
questions something along the lines that I
don’t know what the transition of 2012 will
entail or what it may lead to, but I believe that
whatever it is depends on the choices and
decisions we make now.

Digging our heels in, holding on and refusing
to let go of the clutter is the physical
manifestation of resistance and refusal to let
go and let God (as well as perhaps a phobia of
the Iron or Bin bag!)
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I started to speak about the implications of our
choices “now” as far back as 2003 or
hereabouts when I was undertaking a series of
13 global pilgrimages to serve the activation of
Gaia’s planetary grid and to support our
collective evolution of awareness that I then
wrote about in The 13th Step. These
transitional journeys helped me to realise our
profound inter-connection with each other,
Gaia and the wider Cosmos and how
powerfully our collective choices really do cocreate our realities.

If we’re going to undertake the Shift of
awareness that I believe cosmic
influences and spiritual guidance is
facilitating for 2012 and beyond, we
urgently need to heal our fear-based
behaviours and the casual traumas
from which they arise and transform
our choices into being based on love;
an intention and service that Fountain
International has been dedicated to for
over 30 years.

I’ve observed and experienced in the 8
years or more since, how the cosmic
energies that I believe are the bigger
unseen aspect of what’s come to be
called the Shift have been ramping up
the scale of the implications of our choices –
and directly mirroring back to us their
consequences.

The Mayan elders whose ancestors
devised the 5125-year-old calendar that
ends on the December Solstice of 2012
concur. They see this time as the end
of an unsustainable era of fear-driven
greed and abuse of both planet and
people and the possibility of a new era
of love-based peace and justice.

This understanding of the profound
interconnection between our inner and
outer realities and between people and
places also lies at the heart of Colin
Bloy the founder of the Fountain
International vision of healing.

Crucially, they also say that “the choice
is up to us.”

As a cosmologist and healer myself and
someone who has “walked between
worlds” of multidimensional realities
from my early childhood, I’ve
experienced how the holographic
nature of our realities means that the
same issues we play out on personal
levels, we also experience on familial,
national and collective scales. The past
traumas that we still embody, such as
the archetypes of abandonment, abuse,
betrayal, denial and rejection give rise
consciously and subconsciously to our
fear-based behaviour patterns.

Avebury – the balance of light and shadow
Picture © of Tony Currivan
One still rampant fear-based behaviour, arises
from the as yet unhealed trauma of
abandonment within our collective psyche, will
all its issues relating to loss. It manifests in our
perceived need to accumulate ever more stuff
such as money, consumer goods, security,
power or control; all in the forlorn attempt to
try and fill the inner void.

During these years, I’ve seen how when
our choices are made from such fear
how they’ve dramatically worsened our
collective social, economic and environmental
situation. Whereas when we’ve had the
courage to make our choices based on love,
amazingly positive and transformational
changes have occurred. In this way, we can
heal our relationships with each other and
with Gaia and all her children.

I gained a deep insight into this psychic wound
when I taught a weekend workshop in Dublin
in March 2010.
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Just before the workshop I happened to see
the front page of the local newspaper. The
Irish paper showed an unflattering photo of a
middle aged banker looking over fed on both
food and money. I read how he had driven
his financial institution to the point of
bankruptcy and, having been sacked for doing
so, was now suing the bank for compensation.
The story and how he looked seemed both a
microcosm and a caricature of the worldwide
situation.

My heart lurched with sorrow as I realized how
the tragic experience of that life had seared an
abandonment trauma into his psyche which, a
century and a half later in another life, would
drive him on a quest for the money that would
ensure he never went hungry again.
When huge numbers of Irish people had
emigrated to America after the famine, their
deep need to feed the inner void became a
powerful motivation to amass wealth and
power; a progressively ruthless model of
political control and corporate greed that has
spread around the world.

But as I gazed into the eyes of his picture, I felt
a deep compassion for him. I could see how he
and so many others had been caught up in the
addictive need for more money and more
possessions, all to try to feed a deep yearning
for security, sometimes ignorant of and
sometimes regardless of the harm done to
anyone else.

But it’s impossible to heal such an emotional
trauma from the outside in; we can only heal it
from the inside out.
Over the last few years as this abandonment
pattern has become extreme, the opportunity
for healing has become urgent – and I believe
possible. The financial crisis of 2008 was just
the beginning of the collapse of an essentially
broken system. Since then the catastrophic
implications of unfettered capitalism – driven
by the fear-based abandonment pattern –
have continued to escalate as the inequalities
and power disparity between the so called 1%
elite and the 99% rest of us have dramatically
increased toward the tipping point of
breakdown or breakthrough.

Later that day, the workshop group
energetically attuned to their ancestral
past. Initially we regressed our awareness back
thousands of years to the Neolithic heritage of
Ireland. Around 5,000 years ago, a great
monument-building era saw the construction
of wonderful memorials such as Newgrange,
Knowth and Dowth. Connecting with that
remote era, my workshop participants could
sense the peace and harmony that had
prevailed across the rich land and how the
monuments, with their alignments to the Sun
and Moon linked Heaven and Earth in a
cosmic balance.

Just before the Egyptian revolution I was in
Cairo, recently I’ve visited a couple of the
Occupy Movement sites in London and
Amsterdam and in Japan witnessed the
demonstrations against nuclear power. Across
the world and in many different ways people
are finding their voices and courage in nonviolent ways to protest and try to resolve and
transform the world’s inequalities.

We then continued on our inner journey to the
awful experience of the Potato Famine of the
mid 19th century. As I too energetically
attuned my awareness to that calamitous time,
I began to see in my inner vision a close up of a
small hamlet of tiny shabby dwellings and
pathetic plots of withered potatoes. I was
drawn to a young boy, maybe seven or eight
years old whose small body was ravaged by
hunger. In my vision, I approached him, he
looked up and our eyes met.

The Shift is empowering us to begin to see the
unfairness and unsustainability of the current
situation and how to cocreate re-soul-utions
from a choice of love. And the people power of
the 99% is growing. But to ultimately heal, we
need to understand that “we are the 100%.
There is no them and us, there is only us all,
Gaia and her children.

To my amazement, his were the eyes of the
overfed banker whose face I’d seen in the
morning’s newspaper.
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promise of 2012 and
beyond.
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I hope that you enjoyed the trip
around the magazine archives.
Normal Service will be resumed
in the December 2020 issue.
Trees in living balance
© Tony Currivan

Suzanne Thomas

Having journeyed to nearly 70 countries
around the world and worked with the wisdom
keepers of many traditions, I’ve discovered,
and directly experienced that we have
enormous spiritual help from other
dimensions of existence. At this pivotal
moment, as we go through the birthing process
of a new way of being, the veils between the
worlds are becoming ever thinner. Our
ancestors, angels, spiritual masters and the
elemental and devic realms of Gaia are all
working with our higher selves to help us
expand our awareness and move into the
perception of unity consciousness. But they too
say that the choice is up to us.

Finally

As I’ve written about in my new book HOPE –
Healing Our People & Earth our hope for
the future depends on our undertaking the
healing of our people and the planet. Gaia is
undertaking her own Shift. And I profoundly
believe that the more we’re in harmony with
her and all the beings who are our brothers
and sisters in our collective Earth walk, the
greater the grace with which she will
undertake the adjustments within her own
planetary field of consciousness.

Everyone can be a
Firestarter, and a voice for
change.
Will you take up the
challenge, or sleep on?

Only by transcending the apparent duality and
engaging everyone in global transformation
and in the unconditional love that Fountain
International embodies, will we be able
to heal our relationship with each
other and with Gaia and achieve our
amazing potential.
This is I believe our fundamental
choice, greatest hope and transformational
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